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EDITORIAL
WANDERINGS
The Graphic Man Spends
a Few Days Viewing
the Ranches and Orchards of the Mimbres
Valley.

EMPIRE OF
NATURAL WEALTH

A VAST

Immense Quantities of Froit
by the
Being MarKeted
Farmtri of tht ValleyRlch
Returns from tht Hints of
. the Santa Rlu District.
Last Weduesday morning the
ic man started off on tour of

Graphinvesti-

gation through the Mimbres valley and
the mining camp of Santa Rita, Hanover and Fierro. Leaving Deming the
first place was Wilson's ranch about
five miles out; here we found a beautiful home like place with substantial
buildings, grand old shade trees and
large corral with branding pens
and every convenience for handling catUnfortunately
tle from the range.
however we found no one at home, so
after watering our team at the tank in
corral we continued our ride up the
valley to the home of Hon. W. M. Taylor, where we remained that afternoon
and night visiting, while there the
ranch of Mr. Taylor's father, Mr. W.
M. Taylor and the one owned by Mr.
J. Billingslesjust north of Mr. Taylor's
place. At these places we found the
people busily engaged gathering the
early fruit which is now ripe. Mr.
Taylor informs us that he and his father are each of them loading one wagon per day with peaches, plums and
apricots and the quantity will increase
as the later fruit and the apples begin
to ripen, thus giving them all they an
do till cold weather. While looking
over these places we saw some bearing English walnuts grafted on the native black walnut which are in fine
thriftv condition and yielding large
crops of nuts, and as rather a novelty
for this country, a nice little ng tree tn
full bearing and as he has a fine vineyard
we may truthfully say he is dwelling under his own vine and fig tree. At the
BillinmsleaDlace like all others we found
ail hands busily engaged taking care of
the abundant fruit crop, this is considered one of the finest places in the
neighborhood but has not been improved to as great extent as some of them.
Loavlmr Taylor's on Thursday morn
ing we joumied up the valley towards
the town of Dwyer which is about four
mili distant: the first place we came
to being that of A. L. Foster better
known as Cap Foster, here we found a
combination of farming and stock grow
ing as Mr. Foster has a fine bunch of
cattle and makes a specialty of fine
horses having one of the finest bunches
of saddle and driving stock in this region. His ranch is composed of two
fnrmor holdings: one known as the Mc
intosh ranch and one as the Tustin, he
has a fine peach orchard and a large orchard of choice variety of apples.
on
away
was
Foster
Mr.
ihe roundup, but his estimable wife
and her mother and sister who are visiting with her, entertained us deligh-full- y
while we regaled ourselves on
luscious peaches of a flavor which could
be found in no other country on earth
and in quantities apparently unlimited. Here we found a delightful home
with the air of thrift which is born of
love for the surroundings and during
our short stay told us of many improv-men- ts
they were intending to make to
add to the beauty and comfort of
their place.
Just beyond the Foster place we came
to the home of R. C. Miller noted for
its beautiful alfalfa fields, which, at
a
the time we were there, presented
scene of life as the second crop for
this year was just being cut and uncle
Bob, as Mr. Miller is familiarly called
by his friends and neigbors, said it was
the heaviest he ever saw, and this cutting will probably make 2 tons per acre
.
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When the question of raising tomatoes
for a canning factory wa s mention Uncle Bob said no, I will furnish peaches
but the younger men can raise the to
matoes, yet he liked all we talked with
believes in the practicability and neces
sity of such an institution at some con
venient point in this valley. Before
leaving this place we must make mention of the neat appearance of the ranch
although Uncle Bob is now past 74
years old, he retains to a remarkable
degree the strength and vigor of his
younger years and keeps the best of
condition the fence comers and ditch
rows which are usually grown up to
unsightly weeds being mown clean and
close, while his orchard of 1000, bear
ing trees apple, peach pear, plum and
apricot are set in straight rows each
way and nicely trimmed so that It is a
pleasure to look at them loaded with
fruit as they are.
Next above Uncle Bobs' place we
found the Old Foster place, here also
was a fine field of alfalfa and a good orchard of various kinds of fruit, as well
as corrals, buildings and all conveniences for handling stock. From here it
was only a short drive to the little
town of Dwyer, the first place we visited was the store of Mrs. Dwyer, here
we found a good stock of general merchandise and a general appearance of
thrift and comfort. Mrs. Dwyer is a
very pleasant lady and has a beautiful
home near the store, which for comfort and beauty could scarcely be excelled. From here we went to the
store of Macedonio Torres a progressive Mexican gentlemen who successfully combines farming and merchandising, he has quite a large corn field
looking fine and good orchard which
should bring a handsome sum whem all
the fruit is marketed. Passing a few
rods farther we dined with Rev.
o
Costales, pastor of the Methodist
church, this church was built about
three years ago through the efforts of
Rev. Thomas Harwood, W. H Taylor
and others, the greater part of the
money was raised by a subscription
taken up by Uncle Gum, and five
acres of land bought on which the
church and a large parsonage were
erected, and now the foundation is
laid for a school building in connection
with the church, with a view to organizing a mission school for the benefit
of the native children of the valley
who cannot go away to get an educa
tion. An orchard of choice varietés of
fruit, the gift of Uncle Gum, has been
set and many of the trees are bearing
this year, and Rev. Costales has one
of the finest gardens we saw on our
trip. Just above the church is the
fine orchard and cornfield of Juan Tru-jilland adjoing this the home of Sim
eon Eby, government reporter of
agriculture for the valley and one of the
oldest inhabitants, having lived on the
Mimbres 24 years. Mr. Eby took us
to view his 35 acres of alfalfa, and corn
field of 30 acres just beginning to silk
out then to his two acre orchard of
all varieties of fruit including two
large quince trees loaded almost to
breaking with half grown quinces.
When the subject of a canning factory
and creamery for the valley was
brought up, he became enthusiastic,
saying it would be the making of this
region, if the farmers of the valley
would form an organization and subscribe enough to build small works to
begin with, which could be enlarged
as the business would warrant Near
the ranch of Mr. Eby is a neat little
public school building nicely furnished
and we were told that there are about
93 scholars who attend the winter term
in this district Going up the river
from here the first place we found any
one at home, was the ranch of S.
Holstein improved by John Brockman
about 25 years ago and one of the largest holdings on the "river. Mr. Holstein informed us he had about 350 acres
of land in cultivation about 125 acres
of which is in alfalfa; yet, his farming
operations are of less importance than
his stock business as he owns great
herds of cattle on the range to the
east and south of his place in Grant and
Luna counties, these cattle are bred
up with Hereford blood until now they
resemble more the grade herds of the
Mississippi valley than the range herds
of a dozen years ago.
Our next stop was at the little town of
Swarts where we spent the night with
Albert Schultz, a whole souled German
.
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who has had many and varied experiences in the mining camps, and on the
ranches of this region for the past 80
years sometime being in the flood
tide of prosperity and again by some
sudden turn of furtune brought in an
instant to the foot of the ladder where
wjth the true German grit he would
each time lay hold bravely and again
begin to climb, and we found him nicely situated on a good fruit and vegetable ranch and prospering very well
regardless of the loss of all his crops
in the flood of last August, while here
we visited the store and gardens of
Hon. E. J. Swarts, assesor of Grant
county, who keeps a store, and meat
market and runs a large vegetable
garden, from which he make a good income selling mostly at Santa Rita 16
miles distant. While there we walked
over the greater part of the place with
Mr. Swarts and found his fields of cabbage, tomatoes, melon, in fine condition and saw a fine patch of early celery which was well advanced for the
time of year and should bring him a
handsome sum of money. From Mr.
Swarts' place we went to the ranch of
Edward Kimmick, a professional gard-ne- r
and florist who received his education at Honheim Germany, graduating
in what is known as the merit course
working his own way through the
school in the four year scientific horticultural course; after leaving college
Mr. Kimmick followed his chosen profession in the old country and in Pennsylvania, believing with Washington
that ''Agriculture is the most noble,
most healthful ond most useful occupa
tionof man." Some 12 years ago he
came to New Mexico and chose the
Mimbres valley as his home, finding
climatic and other conditions here entirely different from where he had
been, he set to work at once to find
what fruits were best adapted to the
soil and climate of his new home and
what crops would be most profitable to
raise for market here and as is always
the case with a man who loves his
business
and
gives his entire
energy to the work he has made
a succes of it. During the 12 years
lhat Mr. Kimmick has been farming
and gardening here he has tested many
varieties of fruits which were failures
in this climate and has proven others
which are prfectly reliable and good
money makerj and his experience
stands as a guide for those who may
begin farming in this valley as he is
ever ready and willing to give others
the benefit of his knowledge. He said
that the greatest disadvantage here
was the distace farmers have to haul
their fruit to market and that when
this is over .come, it will bean iueal
spot in every respect He stated that
among his experiments and investigations, he had made special tests in canning fruits and tomatoes and that he
is convinced that a small canning factory could be built and owned by the
farmers of the valley, independent of
outsipe capital, which would fnrnish
a home market for all fruit raised and
bring hundreds of dollars into the valley
each yar. He believes this would solve
the question more easily and surely
than anything else and that it is in
immediate reach if the people will
work together. When the question of
a creamery was brought up he said he
believed one should be built and that he
was sure it would be a paying investment but he thinks this also should be
owned and controlled by the farmers
themselves.
The next place we visited was that
of J. Goforth here we found everything
fiixed up in a comfortable homelike
manner and a nice orchard although he
gives more attention to corn and alfalfa
than to fruit and garden crops. From
here we visited the farms of Mr. Entz-mingand George A. Perrault both of
which were in fine condition and had
thrifty fields of corn and many varietiej
of fruit well kept and in full bearing.
Just above George Perrault's place is
the old Perrault home one of the first
places in the valley to be improved, it
was one which caught the full force of
the flood last year and of the old or
chard of about 6,000 trees nearly half
were torn out by the water.
The place in now leased to A. O.
Perrault and W. II. Acklin who are
farmieg it very successfully, and now
have a prospect of a big crop this
year. Passing on up the valley through
the thrifty little village of San Juan
er
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and by the side of extensive corn and
alfalfa fields and orchards we came to
the picturesque little town of San Lc
renze, where we visited the well stocked merchandise establishment of Mrs.
H. A. Teel We found Mrs. Teel an
active business woman who tends
the store and post office while her husband manages a ranching and stock
business on the outside. After a very
pleasant visit here we drove over the
hill ten miles to the great mining camp
of Santa Rita which is today the most
active camp in the territory aud growing steadily. The camp now has about
2,000 inhabitants ond every one in the
place is busy, on the road as we came
in we found dozens of teama hauling
ore and wood and as we looked over
the hill into town all was a scsne of
life and hustle which reminded us of
Butte City the great mining camp of
Montana in its boom days, we found
that the Santa Rita Mining company
the principal company in the district is
working about 300 men and running
their concentrator and mine day and
night, the mill treating about ISO tons
of ore per day. In addition to the
work
of
the company smaller
companies
and
individuals
are working in various parts of the
district and shipping regularly among
whom are: Crawford and company who
are working about 15 men on the Chino,
and Herbet W. Dawson who is working about 14 men on another part of
the same claim.
Skinner and Barrows are also working
a good force of men, ane shipping ore.
Kinney & Co., have just competed a
a 100 foot shaft on the Montoya and
are preparing to drift 50 feet from the
bottom of this shaft; McGreger & Co:,
are making regular shipment from the
Romero claim and L. H. Bartlett is
also shipping high grade ore from this
claim, while in another opening on the
same claim, Cole & Bartlett have just
opened up a fine ore body; W. H. Ernest Is also a regular shipper from this
claim which is one of the largest producers in the camp.
As the mines are the support of the
town the actitvity in them makes business in all lines good. We found a
large force ofclerks keptbusy
the entire day. While G. L. Turner
and Son were doing an active business
in their general merchandise store, and
two blacksmith shops, a livery stable
and bakery were all doing all the business they could handle and the boarding and rooming houses were fnll to
overflowing.
We also noticed several
new buildings going up among them
some cottages built by the Santa Rita
company for their employes, a new
bakery and an addition to the blacksmith shop of A. McKeen, to be used
as a store house for storing iron stock,
and P. J. Howe has just put in a new
chair in his barber shop to accomodate
their increasing trade. Taking everything into consideration we believe
Santa Rita has as bright an out look as
any mining camp in the southwest
As we look over the country we
traveled through on this trip we can
say without fear of contradiction that no
equal amount of territory in the United
States has greater mineral, agricultural
and grazing possibilities adjacent to it
and it only needs the erection of canning factories andcreameries to furnish
market for the farm products and a
railroad to furnish transportatim for
the low grade ores to make it equal in
population and wealth to some entire

states in the east
The Rhodes Scholarships.
The conditions under whith American
candidates for the Rhodes scholarships must qualify have been made
known in a memorandum prepared by
the trustees of the will of the famous
South African. The first election of
American scholars will be held between
Fohnnrv atwl Mnv 19)1. and thorn, who
are successful will begin residence at
Oxford in October of that year. A
committee has been selected for each
State and territory, and each committee
is to make an aopiontment from the
list of those successfully passing the
qualifying examination. The latter is
not competitive, but must satisfy the
examiners that candidates are acceptable to enter upon the course prescribed at Oxford. A list of the subjects is
Applicant must be un
published.
married, and must be American citizens
years
between nineteen and twenty-fiv- e
No candidate can compete in
old.
more man one siaie.
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IMPORTANT
TO MINING MEN
Immense Exhibit of Min-

erals From every Part
of the Territory to be
at the Territorial Fair
this Fall-W- ill
be a
Great
Advertisement
for the Country.
WORLD'S FAIR
MIMERAL EXHIBIT.
The Grand Collection of

Min-

eral Gathered and Arrang
by Dr. F. A. Jones Will be
Exhibited at Albuquerque
Before Shipping to St. Louis
for the World's Fair, Next

Ttar.
Dr. F. A. Jones, world's fair commissioner, has personal charge of the
mineral exhibit at the Lousiana Pur- chiifl0 Pvnnuitinn unA tina sunt a fiwu.
lar letter to the mining men of the ter-. . i
I
i
ll i L i me
10
riiory unu tuns
ineir auenuun
importance of having a grand display
at the fair.
The letter of Dr. Jones reads as follows:
To the Mina Owners ami CWrntira
of New Mexico:
New Mexico is preparing a great
pyhihit nf it vast, roannmoa fmm if
various mines and quarries to be dis
played at tne uty or St. Louis, next
year. This exhibit will attract the attention nf invputira fmm ell nv.. iKa
civilized world; and every mine, quarry
and prospect should appear on the
printed list, which will give a detailed
description of each property in New
.

Mexico.
The plan is

er nf

that each sample,

nrpoinue

wheth-

tunllln.
stones or other mineral product, shall
eacn De properly labeled and numbered
when placed on exhebition; this number
will refer to and correspond with the
number in the publication, where a
dewrintion of the property, with name
and address of the owner, extent of
development, characterof dejwsit, etc.,
will be given. Any good photographs
furnished that you may have of your
mine, mill or croppings will be included
and reference given to the mine to
which it belongs.
We do not care particularly to have
a display of small and pretty pieces of
minerals , simply because they glitter;
but, ws with vhat may be considered
average samples of the ore or deposit.
Samples should he as large as conditions will admit in the mining and
handling of the same; smaller pieces
varying in sizes should be sent, also, in
order that a small sample may be given to any one who might feel an interest in any particular property. Samples weighing a ton or more will be
greatly appreciated.
All
samples
should be substantially wrapped before
they are sacked, boxed or crated, in
order to avoid injury during transit;
full and complete labels giving name
of mine, owner, locality, approximate
assav valnea or rhumiVol
should accompany each lot. Speci- mana t9
i
" fh. ...nil" rut-- I. are aesired;
accompanied, also, by pieces of the
charatenstic country rock.
Any printed literature and reports,
made by mining engineers and geologists, of the district, or any particular
mining properties, are much desired
and needed in making the publication
complete as possible.
The Territorial Board of World's
Fair Managers designated Albuquerque
the collecting point of the mineral exhibit, at which point the same will be
displayed at the annual Territorial Fair
next fall, previous to its shipment to
St, Louis, This arrangement will doubly
display the exhibit and thus provides a
way for those to see the collection who
would not be able to visit St Louis
It is therefore necessary that all shipments be consigned tn tha iir.,!: 5
at Albuquerque, during the last week
...
nu(u, imiu umy in extraordinary
cases should shipments reach Albuquerque later than September 10th., in order that sufficient time be had in which
to place the exhibit in proper shape,
ready for the opening 0 the fair on
October 12th.
Valuable specimens and private col- nrpfi

(roma

,"

V

Ittct ona Will b InnkoH
sneciaJ survnillanpA --an1
..u

aft....

..-

-j

.

guamiiiee
the safe return of the property m oi
aa
gwru wiiuibivu
wnn received.
we wisn to include in the exhibit
;
.
evervtninir
of .
O
VMUgtio., anfl metallurgical importanceucviuMicai
in the
economy of the territory.
All railway freight will be paid
and
adjusted by tne World's Fair Commis
sion, a neany response is expected
from every mining district in New
Mexico. Soma of tha
have already met and selected com- iiuiieea io gej mai tney are fully
with a creditable display of
their mineral resounAa at h.
exposition the world has ever known.

u
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HARD TO AVERT FRICTION
IN TOE DVAL KINGDOM

A

NEW MEXICO.
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Emperor Francia Joseph Overburdened

In the war on the mosquito benevolent Nhtmllatlon Is not good enough.

Religious Elements

Traekieaa Trcllov Cr.
the possession of great wealth
Probably not half si murh oblertlon
predispose its possessor to appendicihas been raised to the setting of poles
tis?
to support the trolley wires as to the
The "Please Sunt the Door" sign laying of tracks over which the cars
can now be laid away to gather dust are to run, farmers especially seeming to have a grudge against the teartill fall
ing up of the roads for this purpose.
In the rase of the high speed auto- - Now a Doston man haa come to the
mobile race prejudice la for once com conclusion that If he can get the right
of way to set the oIpb over which to
mendable.
transmit tne electric current he can
manage to do without the rails; in
The Hlim hfrt
r - tirmr navlnv
' . " p tnr
"
the cake they ate several years ago fact, he will put a motor on any old
.
. ft.
wagon and turn the horses out to grasa
pr ahlp him abroad to be eaten. One
Sir Thomas Upton has temporarily ise oi the rails In a trolley system is
postponed consideration as to where
be will keep that cup.
A

Does

--

I

W

Evidently the Russian censors have
not yet succeeded In corking up Count
Tolstoi and Maxim Gorky.
No girl should be satisfied now unless she is assured by her young man
she Is worth her weight In radium.

The vegetarians are going to found
a colony in Arkansas. How can such
colony expect to make ends moat?
A yacht race without a breeze Is
like a kiss without a mustache, which
Is proverbially like an egg without

salt
Housewives who have only an even
silver spoons arc always superstitious about having thirteen at
table.
dozen

The man who talks

at leapt the happiness

In

his sleep has
that

of knowing

he does not hear all the foolishness he
utters.
The women who have to wes" old
hats are quite willing to heed the
ministerial request to take them oil
in church.
Thirteen hundrei slot machines
were burned by the police authorities
in Philadelphia
the other evening.
No Insurance.

Car Travels Over Ordinary Road.
to convey the return current, after
It leaves the motors of the car, but
by using a double wire the inventor
does away with this need for the rails,
drawing the power from one wire and
returning It through the other after
It bas served Its purpose on bis wagon
or car.
The usual trolley pole supports the
contact devices, which In this case
comprise a pair of wheels mounted
on a laiytonga mechanism, with a
spring to maintain the pressure on
both wires. It Is an easy thing to
provide for the steering of the vehicle, and with good roads what is to
hinder the farmer from coming to
town by trolley with his load of produce, instead of making bis team
haul the heavy load?

py'''v-aZZ-
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Americans will decline to believe
that Citizen George Francis
Train
is going to let a little thing like
smallpox Interfere with
bU psychic
machinery very long.

A million Is to be paid for a patent
which will make It impossible to refill

the bottle to which the patent Is applied. There would be short shrift for
tie Inventor in Kentucky.
The chambermaid who secured notoriety by refusing to make up Dr.
Washington's bed has been robbed.
Evidently this young woman Is preparing to go on the stage.
If you could pick the winners of
horse races, or knew just which
stocks were goirg up and which were
going down, wouldn't you keep the
information and get rich quick yourself?

Commercial Sales of Liquid Air.
Liquid air Is delivered In Berlin, two
liters (0.528 gajlon) at a time for
about 35 cents. In a recent Issue of
Energle, of that city, it Is stated that
the receptacles are made of glass with
double walls, the space between the
walls being filled with an Insulating
material, the walls being silvered ta
prevent radiation of heat, and tbe
whole enveloped In an insulating material. They retain their temperature
for fourteen days. Several drops In a
glass of water produce freezing, and
it Is intended for such uses aa refreshing drinks and improving the condition of the air in sick rooms.
8afety Brooch

e

The Federation of Musicians, In
session at Indianapolis, voted to abolish the color line.
Now If they
would only abolish the trombone soloist all would be forgiven.

asbestos cardboard. Into this radiator are led three copper strips, one
at each end and one In the center,
and a continuous current of electricity is passed from the center to the
end strips. With current of eight
amperes, at 200 volts, a beating sursquare feet can be
face of twenty-fivkept at a temperature of 190 degrees
Fahrenheit.

A

New Penmanship Chart
It is universally conceded that the
Persons who send whisky by express ought to have more regard for small letters, w, m, n, x, v, I, u, c, e,
the express agents than to Inject ar- o and a, should all be of the same
height for the base line, and serve
senic Into the bottles.
as a unit of measure In forming the
Baron de Rothschild has been sen- other letters of the alphabet, which
extend two or more units above or
tenced to one day In Jail for fast
The novelty of the thing below the base Une. In what Is
will probably be really enjoyable to called "slant writing" there are in
the perfect copy but two angles,
him.
which, with their modifications, form
the basis of all small letters, the
A man found a porketbook and returned It to the owner, who accused main Blant, which lies at about fifty
him of taking $100 out of It. This In- degrees, and the connective slant, at
degrees from the
cident teaches that virtue is Its own about twenty-fivbase line. Taking
advantage
of
reward.

John Bull's recent merger of 100,000
square miles In northern Nigeria was
accomplished with a smoothness and
celerity that must have made Mr. Morcan almost envious.

'iih Trouble

la the Vork oí HoÜíng Together Varrlng Racial ani

Fastening.

little study of the "Ixist

and
Found" columns of the dally papers
will show that one of the articles
most likely to turn up missing is the
brooch, and for every one advertised
as lost there are probably many
more which receive no public notice.
Tbe most probable cause for these
losses Is the liability of tbe end of
the pin to become unfastened, when
the brooch can work loose and fall
out without the wearer being aware
of the fact, unless some one chances
to call attention to it. In the so--

is naturally a

Austria-Hungar-

hot-

It contains racial and
religious elements hopelessly antipathetic, there Is a flaw In its scheme of
bed of strife.

unity and the problem
satisfactory fiscal and
financial relations between tbe two
halves of the monarchy puta Its
statesmen absolutely at their wits'
ends. It is this phase of the empire's
troubles which has been acute for the
last five years and which has recently
been responsible for one, of tbe most
dramatic Incidents In tbe political history of modern Europe.
The fiscal and financial relations of
Austria and Hungary, unlike their political, military and diplomatic relations, are subject to decennial revision. They are embodied In a treaty
known as the "ausglelch" or customs
Union. When this arrangement, which
Is about fifty years old, came up for
confirmation in 1897 there was a deadlock between the two halves of the
Joint state, and a temporary solution
was adopted continuing the status quo
until the end of 1902. when It was stipulated that the definitive ausglelch
must be concluded.
Therefore, at midnight of Dec. 31.
1902, the customs compact must have
been agreed upon, or the unity of Austria and Hungary for all practical purpose! would have come to an end. M.
Bzell traveled from Budapest to Vienna, and he and Dr. von Korber, under
personal and vigorous pressure from
Francis Joseph, spent the last day of
the olb year in au anxious and strenuous endeavor to reach an agreement
At 9 o'clock that uight they were
constitutional

of maintaining

Guard Holds the Pin.
companylng illustrations we show a
device which bas been invented to
prevent thé end of the nln from com
ing loose. Ore drawing shows the
the descending pin: another shows
the pin In place and securely fasten
ed by the hook closing over It, while
the third indicates the position of the
fastener in place on the brooch. The
pin is so mounted that It haa a constant tendency to spring open, and Is
thus pulling on the under side of
the hook member, and the latter, being under this tension, has no opportunity to fall back and release the
pin. To remove the brooch the pin
must be depressed and the hook
member pulled open by the finger.
while to close It the pin has onlv to
be pressed In the slot, as the guard
la automatically thrown over tbe pin
by the pressure.
Self-Closin-g

J

session of the relchsrath and that
every hope was entertained of its riding safely over tbe breakers there.
However, It Is recognized that tV
extreme Czech party may cause a lot
of trouble by demanding a settlement
of the language question conformably
to Its vlewa as a condition precedent
to the ratification of the new agreement. If the worst comes to the worst,
Dr. von Korber has used language Indicating that the sovereign and the
Imperial governmenta will enforce the
ausglelch arbitrarily. The three men
mentioned are extremely earnest and
determined In this matter because
they are convinced that an attempt to
apply tariffs along the extended land
would
frontier of Austria-Hungargive rise to friction Incompatible with
the continued political Integrity of the
empire.
English friends of the monarchical
principle of government hold that it
has been strikingly vindicated In these
last few months of
history and that upon it depends the
future of that country as a federal
power.
But for Francis Joseph, they
ray, the negotiations resulting In the
renewal of the ausglelch could not
have resulted successfully, and therefore there would have been no chance,
as there now Is, for the executives of
the two halves of the monarchy,
moved by the threat of an irreparable
Imperial calamity, to fall back upon
arbitrary resources as a weapon
against the unreasoning feuds of the
different elements In the state. It is
probably quite true that if Francis
y

Austro-IIungarln-

the

Cana

dian Mining Institute, recently read
an Interesting paper before that body,
setting forth his reasons for believ
ing that petroleum deposits of the
world are of volcanic origin, says the
New York Commercial Advertiser. He
points out a number of facta which
render the theory at present generally
held by geologists that It haa arisen
directly from the decomposition of
organic remains, animal and vegetable
untenable. He calla attention to the
fact that no such process is at present
under way; that all organic decompo
sition of animal material la so rapid
and complete that there Is no opportunity for the entombment of anything
but bones in sedimentary rocks; that
as the oil deposits of the lower Si
lurian limestone of Oblo and of other
fields are below the carboniferous
beds, and as It Is generally admitted
by geologists that previous to the lat
ter age there was very little vegetable
life on the earth, these enormous deposits could not have arisen from or
ganic remains, because there were
few organisms at that time, and, final
ly, that If petroleum was due to tbe
destructive distillation of coal, there
would now be no coal beds, all having
UitiK ago been transformed
Into petroleum and a cokelike residue.

Future of the Yukon Country.
'i be dropping of Greek at Yale as a
The agricultural
possibilities
of
required study will make that univer- Alaska are pointed
by F. T. Con
out
sity an easier proposition for the young don, the new Canadian
Yukon comman who wants the Yale label on missioner, who states
that when the
social
rather
than
educational moss la removed from the soil that
grounds.
It la found to be very fertile. He la
reported as saying:
"I want to Im
Foxhall Keene was not hurt In that press upon the public mind that
the
Excavation of Prehistoric Bonaa.
French automobile race because be future of the Yukon does not depend
Prof. Warren Morebead of Phillips
waa unable to start. Mr. Keen miss- upon minerals of any kind.
The dis Academy, Andover, Mass., haa discovglorious
chance to have his col trict Is destined to be one of the
ed a
ered on a farm east of Hopklnsvllle,
larbone broken In the Interests of greatest agricultural
apota In tbe Ky.. what is presumably the bunina
gentlemanly sport.
world."
ground of a prehistoric people. Ten
skeletons in a fair state or preserva
A college professor says that "a
New Electrical Radiator.
tion were exhumed. Tbe bones are
flower pot and a little grasa would
A new electrical radiator. Intended probably those of an extinct race of
prevent many a divorce." Perhaps he (o supersede the steam beater, la mound builders. The skeletons were
waa afraid to add that, la some cases, lormed by enameled Iron platos, tbe discovered In receptacles built of flat
these articles should be the top dress- Ipaee between being filled with pow- stone.
Stone utensils were also
ing of six feet of sod.
Jered carbon, kept In position by found.

v

ii

Origin of Petroleum.

these principles, the Inventor haa
formed a chart which not only haa
the horizontal lines usuany found in
copy books, but has, In addition,
a
set of oblique lines placed at such an
angle that the curved lines of the let
ters will extend irom the crosslrg
point of the horizontal and oblique
lines to the crossing above or below
The student soon learns the correct
movement of the pen to form ac
curate curves, both ascending, and
descending, aa bis pen must start at
a certain point and end at a second
point, either above or below, follow
ing the general angle of the oblique
line which connects the same points,
For vertical writing the guide Urea
are drawn vertically Instead of slant
ing, but the principle remains
tbe
same as in oblique writing.

Correspondence.)

(Special

pZSfi

E. Coste, the president of

?rrfrr:zrxr;

Dr. Von Kot bet's Diplomacy.

Cathedral.

,

(Vienna.)

still apart. It looked as If a compact
were Impossible and the ststrumpn ha.
elded to give It up. Both the prime
ministers and the aged emperor,
whose vigilance and tact mlnUtnnM
to the conference throughout, aaw no
escape from the Impasse, and tbe ne
l
gotiations terminated . A
communique waa issued shortly after
9 o'clock
statin the facta. It Is
thought that Francis Joseph went to
Dea oppressed by the belief that the
system over which be presided waa on
the verge of a dark and unknown
crisis and that the new year might
mark the opening of a fateful chapter
.
In the national story of
semi-officia-

Austria-Hungary-

It was Dr. von Korber who saved
the situation. The sands of the eleventh hour bad nearly run out when his
restless mind laid hold of some new
resource of compromise Just what
does not seem to have been publicly
Stated and he hastened by carriage
to M. Szell's hotel to make a final attempt at a solution. Before midnight
that attempt waa auccessful and a
new ausglelch bore the signatures of
tbe ministerial heads of Austria-HungarUnhappily the "ausglelch" question
not
even for ten yeas. Parliamentary
ratification remains to be effected before
Imperialists
can heave a sigh of complete relief.
At the Austrian embassy In London
this week it was said that the compact was to come before the present

Is not thus finally disposed of
Austro-Hungaria-

Joseph's soothing Influence bad been
withdrawn the prime ministers would
have drifted wide apart and Austria-Hungarwould have broken In two,
with some 25,000,000 people on each
side of tbe dividing line.
' It was
stated above that there Is a
y

flaw In

the

Austro-Hungaria-

n

consti-

tutional structure. That Is certainly
the opinion of students of tbe affairs
of the dual monarchy In this country.
The defect lies In an assumption that
does not correspond to fact It Is assumed in the constitution that the
Germans are strong enough numerically and cohesively to govern In Austria as the Magyars govern in Hungary. But tbe thing does not work
out that way in practice. The result
is that whereas Hungary approaches
any question affecting the Joint Inter-est-a
of the empire solidly devoted to
the Hungarian point of view, Austria
oft-.- n
approaches the same question
torn asunder by racial or factional
dlssentlona. The result la that Hungary usually gets .the better of
Joint
negotiations and Austria comes off
with a loss of material advantages
and
a gain of
Irritation.
anti-feder-

Canadian Butter.
The producucn of home made
butter
In the NorthweBt Territories
of Canada Is nearly twice as much as
it was
ten years ago.
Parla Is Overcrowded.
In Paris 256,000 famllle, occupy
but
one room each.

DOAN'S GET BACK REST.
Aching bucks are eased. Hip, back,
and
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WASTE OF PUBLIC

Example of the Incompetence of

German 'Windmills.
The old fanhloncd windmill stood
Germany, aa well as other European
countries In good atead for a long
succession of centuries, and though
abandoned for a short time in favor
of other applications of power, is coming back again to furnish force to
drive dynamos. For this there Is demand enough to keep all the winds of
the fatherland busy for many a year
and generatjon to come, thus rescuThe ninn with kind eye and a
ing the ancient and picturcRque windmanner la Ilka the (log Hint niw1 artiff
and mill from the obliteration and forget-fulnes!'! tall-y- ou
ura ncvr aura which
which bare ot late seemed to
alK
to billive.
await it.
To Cnr a, Ctld In One day.
Take Laxativa bromo Qt.lnlno Tnblota. All
drugSlxU refund money if it falla tocur. 2oa Look for thUTrnile Mark : "Th Klenn, Kool
Kitchen Kind." Tbe utove without emoko,
"(ireni dlvlnlllfn!" exclaimed the alinde aabe or boat. Make comfortable cooking.
ut hli
the automnhlla roe
i0,'
Contrary to the old aduce, the mule
.i .V.', ild ' '"1V h'l a buiit-- of them whnt frequently niukea
uruna would beat foot backward.a hit by putting till
t .i . r 'y" cur""K9
Flto't Pure for Coniumptloa

is so Infallible
tedio: oe for enucha and eolda-- N.
W.
Onaa Orove, N. J., Feb. 17. IMO.

bauu.

When k man sya: "To apeak frankly,
now." It itHHim ilia t h la itulntf to buy
iMitthitig dl!HKrrfalil.
If you have smoked a Hullhfad
elxar ynu know how aoad they ara; If
you hate not. better try on.

kf

taken internally.

I

money has just been brought to light
by the report ot the British Coramltteo
war
of Public Accounts. Recently
department built a store for the ammunition of the navy at Gibraltar,
costing 42,000, to bo charged to navy
votes. The store was found too damp
to keep ammunition In; to it was
converted into a cold meat storehouse
for both army and navy. This was
47,000, indone at the expense of
cluding the cost' of freezing machinery, etc., making a total expense of
89,000, of which the army pays only
23,000, although each department receives the samo accommodation as tho
other.

te

Trice, 75c

"Do you hcllrve In alum. Mr. flotrox?"
"Vm," replied the
"and all other klmla of advei tlaliiK."

The Beit Results
ean

Starching

In

obtained only by oilng Deflnnoi
btan h, beaide getting 4 ox. mor for tain
mo&tiy no cooking required.
(

nf antlofartlon (toe with on of
Paxter'a "Rullhrnd"
clvara.
A amtl

l

With the old surety.

Si Jacobs Oil
such word

Prlc. 7o.

sail.

and 50c

"FOLLOW VHE FLAG."

THE WABASH LINE,
the West Shore and Boston L Maine Railroads,
has inaugurated double daily service between St. Louis and Boston.
Leaving St. LouIm
9:00 a. m.S.SO p. m.
5:20 p. m.9:SO a. tn.
Arriving Boston
3:30 p. m.7:40 a. m.
Arriving Nu York

la connection with

The Hungry Lion.
A little boy was being shown a picture depleting a Roman arena. In
which there were a number of Christian martyrs. A pack of lions were In
the act ot springing upon their victims. "It isn't fair," said the little
fellow,
excitedly.
"No, my son,"
agreed his mother "it Isn't fair; all
" "But," Inthose big. hungry Huns
terrupted tho young hopeful, "there's
otie poor llou that hasn't got any
Christian."

Additional Train, via Wabash and Delaware, Lackawana L Western.
11:32 p. m.
Imawt St. Louis
f:4 3 a. m.
Arrival New York
10:10 a. m.
Arrives Boston
All above train eurry thrnniih Sleeping Cnn to Vw York City and are contentful
for iiiuwenireni to Toledo. Detniit. Nhwani Kail" and Huffalo.
tralni to all Eaitarn
V'or lull Iníurmatlon retfitrdlng auuiuicr tour tiekeia via the
resurta culi at

í
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Will Be Credit to America.
orado college student, the first American to be awarded a Rhode? scholar-thlat Oxford, worked his way
through Yale, where he got employment as a tutor at $1 a day and
wheeled an Invalid in her chair for 25
cents an hour.
Ills credentials
showed
a higher percentage than
Alose submitted by twenty other

EXQUISITE
REQUISITE

'tlna

NO. 23.

FROM

PHARAOHS'

TOMB.

Their Product Unlike Anything Known
at Present.
There are bargains and finds to be
made In the plant world equal to any
picked up in old curiosity shops. Some
time ago a Glasgow gentleman received from his son In Egypt an envelope full of peas, which were said
to have been found In the tomb of one
ot the Pharaohs. He sent them to a
friend ot his at Karnes, In tho Isle ot
Bute, who sowed them. They grew
up into plants quite unlike anything
known at present, strong and about
six feet high, with a great white flower having a red cent jr. The pods
were long and full of excellent peas.
This new old variety found a ready
sale at good prices.
Muscular Christianity.
Prof. Bryco, In his biographical
study of Bishop Fraser, of Manchester, tells of a clergyman of Eraser's
diocese who had knocked a man down
who had Insulted him. The bishop
wrote him a letter of reproof, pointing out that exposed as the Church of
England was to much crliUism on sil
hands, her ministers ought to be very
careful of their deniennor. The offender replied by faying: "I must regretfully admit that, being grossly
Insulted, and forgetting In the heat of
the moment the critical position of
the Church of Englnnd, I did knock
the man down, etc." Eraser was delighted with the turning of the tables
on himself, and afterward invited the
clergyman to visit him.

Why He Disliked Spelling Reform.
Sehator F. Dumont Smith of Kinsley lectured on "Words'' In Wichita,
Kan., a few nights ago. Ho Is for
spelling reform, and In advocating It
in his lecture said that he knew of
only one argument in favor ot the otd
way and that was given by an English bishop who declared that the
present method ot spelling helped tho
churches. According to the bishop:
"By the time you ran make a boy begh'
lieve
spells
't
that
'through,' that
spells
'though' and
spells 'tough'
you can mako him believe anything."
Much Money In Tramp-- s Clothes.
A lot of young fellowi In an Ohio
town had a good time with a tramp
Inst week. They took him Into a shed,
gave him a good bath, shaved blm

and cut his hair. They then bought
a new suit of clothes, white shirt and
stand-ucollar and dressed him out
complete. But when they attempted
to burn his hobo clothes he objected
and (ought for them with such desperation
were
their suspicions
aroused, and upon searching they
found $1,400 sewed up In the coat.
a.
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6tamplng Out Use of Opium.
When the Japanese took possession
of Formosa they found there a population more or less add let od to the
use of opium. It was decided to abolish the practice by degrees. Only
thoao who have suffered from its effects to the extent that it occasions
intense pain to deprive them of their
pipe aro now permitted, by a special
warrant which they aro obliged to
procure, to continuo the use thereof.
To newly commence opium smoking
is strictly forblddon, or even continue
it unless it can be shown that abstention Is Impossible. A government
monopoly of the article was expressly
established to facilitate tho final extinction of tho habit of using 1L

Recklessness of the Motoric.
That the motorist can not help
reckless driving was maintained by
a French savant In a recent meeting
ot scientists In Paris. The furore
steals on them. In setting out they
Intend to go at a moderate pace, but
as they warm to the work they must
rush on faster and faster. The flying
landscape through which they tear
forward produces the kind of giddiness which Arabs Ray takes hold of
them In the fantasia. In this sta'u
motorists would run down those
nearest and dearest to them as unhesitatingly as though they were so
many anlmaU.

,ine to BOSTON.

Ticket Office. OHv

-

Superfluous Boys.
cian, whose belief In the future acA
paper
British parliamentary
cords with that of the late Col. Inger-soli- , shows that, as usual, nearly 20,000
had occasion recently to perform more boys than girls were born In
a surgical operation upon a man not the British Isles last year. Whence,
select in his language. After etheriz- then, the "superfluous woman?" The
ing bis patient the operation was suc- boys die, during the first weeks and
cessfully performed. When the effect months of life, at a far greater rate
ot the ether had passed off, the sub- than the supposed "weaker vessels."
ject, looking wildly around tho room In a few months they have sunk to an
exclaimed: ' v"here a n I?" The doc- equality and soon woman takes the
tor replied, "On! you are all right." lead, numerically, and keeps it, nu"But." said the man, "I may be all merically. The reason Is not unconright, but whore ara I?" Tbe doctor nected with the larger size ot the
answered Jocularly, "In Heaven." The baby boy's head, for which he elthei
patient responded: "It that's so, I'd pays the penalty very early or reaps
you are the rewardIt woman will forgive
like to know what in
doing here!"
the hint liter.

Lumbago and Sciatica
la aao

""LARIMER STREET

..Oxford Hotel..

Danter. Ota Block from Union IXnot.

C. U. MOUSE, Maiuttfrr.
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BABY'S

FUTURE

Something for Mothers
to Think About
4

Lives-

-

of Suffering and

Sorrow Averted
And Happiness and Prosperity

Assured by

In the Wrong Place,
A well known and popular physi-

to euro

Tber

DENVER TENT

Flie-nrnn-

A somewhat curious waste of public

Hall's Catarrh Cure

Donver Directory.

Woefully

Disappointing.
Little Willie's father took him to
the show. It was a variety show, end-lu- g
& AWNING CO.
with a sketch called "The African
In
Bello,"
which, after a missionary
bad been bound to a stake by a lot ot SVIK'GSFLACSHAMCKS
dancing savages, he Is rescued by the
chief's daughter after the manner of
CapL John Smith. This last part of XOINTAIM HIM fx, OaMiline K.ntln., aW
Irrigation. Write for price. The ho.n aupplTi
tbe show Willie's father thought loot Co., IT to 17.11 Biake ol lMover, Colorado.
would please the boy immensely; but
the son and Lelr fell Into a state of Hereford and Shorthorn Bulls
gloom at its close. On the way home Both rg1trd and blyh rd- nlo mncn lirt'd
fórrale. A'HriiM 1UK WtX'lKKN KKr.KU-LKthe fond parent Inquired: "Willie, eairm ASHiH
lATlo.N, A. i. ..Ih-l- l ,(.i.iiii Mandidn't you like tho part where all the ager, I'uionSlock Yurd, Demur, Colorado.
savages come out?'' "No," replied
Willie with a sigh. "Me and the other Financial Contract Security Co.
boys play that. When you pay to go Vpy(pereah Intarwt LKPOHrr BI Ui.lL.
to a show I should think they might HOMES AK'SUTHKMOKFATBOAD. Send
for ttottlpra' Utllito, tolling how t:.
kill the missionary."
Uiem. lianlol Wlttw Uo.,7 Uulon block,
PEAS

Brit-

ish Officials.

s

Part of tne Show That Was

beutor.

MONEY.

V

Intoxication In Animals.
M. Grobaut, professor of physiology
In Paris. In describing the effect of
alcohol upon anímala, says that the
successive stages
of Intoxication
through which they pass are gayety,
sadness, solemnity and a supreme Intoxication which ends In death. Rao-bit- s
are very curious when under the
Influence of liquor and a drunken kangaroo Id brutally aggressive.

Do Your Clothea Look YellowT
Than una Defiance Btareb. it wiU
wuiitr ju oa. or iu renta.

THE CMALL EOY'S LONGING

Hli Momentary Lapse of Deference
Cost Him High Poitlor
It does not pay to laugh at kings,
at least in their presence. On several
occasions where men have been given
to levity before monarchs It has been
amply proved that this la so. It was
Bastir RratWM, KAxeta. awkward tar the confidential adviser
"I rflMl U free earn. ot the czar of Russia, not long ago,
filia
Fia offlvBIxian'i Kidney
reara 1 ha? Im ) that be was unable to control bis Immuch pala tu iny beok.whlrri pulse to smile.
On the occasion la
pliynli'Muii laid aroae "from
mjr kliliii-vi- .
Four boira ol question the czar was tired and in an
lKKin'i Kldnejr 1'tlla have en. unpleasant frame of mind.
Ills foot
tlrH.y run-til trouble, t
lipped on a wolf-skimat. There
Hilnk I owe my Ufa to thru
I'llla, and I want other te waa something so funny about It that
know It " Finn Iuvin,
llaxtcr bprluga, Kan. the confidential adviser lost cortrol
of his features.
That laugh at the
rt.noTii, Vi. "I tnf. wrong time cost him his high position
fired
twnWe month
and a salary of many thousands ot dolwith win In the ainaJi of my
lars a year.
back. Medicine and ila

P. o..

Hutta,

TI.

ta

LAUGHED.

Relieve lirart palpitation, sIcrpleMncia,
win.iic, uiTTuunnpai, nuzini'i,
Doan'i Kidney IMIls are now recognized
as a known remedy for kidney, blad.lw,
n urlnnry troubles.
They bring rellcl
and euro wben despair shadows hope.
1 ha free trial Is an open door to self proof.

tola pnin overcome.
Swelling of Uio
limbs aud dropsy signs yauíhIi.
TIh'T correct urine with brick dust
high colored, pain la passing,
írniueney, bed wetting. Doan's
Kidney I'lils remove calculi and gravcL
sod!-rou-

A MAN WHO

1303.

When Antwerinfl Advertisements;
Kindly Msntlon This Papsr.
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Girl an Excellent Athlete.
Miss Agnes S. Wood, the champion

basket bail player and all around athlete of Vassar college, has beaten the
girl:)' record at running and almost
equaled thnt ot men, despite the fact
that her gait was somewhat impeded
by a rather cumbrous costume. She
does not allow athletics to Interfere
with her studies and will graduate
near the head of her class.

Few Automobiles In Washington.
Morgan's Gold. Dinner Service.
Oiflclal Washington does not take
Plerpont Morgan has a gold dinner kindly to the automobile and very
lervico, said to be worth JS0.000. few persons In the executive or dipwhich was presented to him by Will- lomatic service are seen in vehicles
iam II. Vanderbllt wben be (Morgan) other than carriages. The president
made an extensive sale ot New York Is too fond ot horses ever to take up
Central stock in Europe. It is a re- the craze. He has always shown a
production of a service in the British preference for surreys and seldom
royal family, but tbe Morgans are not drives out ot town in any other kind
fond of display and seldom WM 1L
of vehicle

CuticuraSoap.OintnientandPills
When

All

Else Fails.

Every child born Into the world with
an inherited or early developed tendency to distressing, disfiguring
of tbe skin, scalp and blood,
becomes an object of the most tender
solicitude, not only because of Its suffer
lng, but because of the dreadful fear
that the disfiguration Ia to be lifelong
and mar its future happiness and prosperity. Hence, it becomes the duty of
mothers of such afflicted children to acquaint themselves with the best, the
purest and most effective treatment
available, vlx., Tbe Cutlcura Treatment.
Warm baths with Cutlcura Soap, to
cleanse the skin and scalp of crust and
scales, gentle applications of Cutlcura
Ointment; to allay Itching, irritation
and inflammation, and soothe and heal,
and mild doses of Cuücora Keaolvent, to
cool the blood in the severer cases, are
all that can be desired for the speedy
relief and permanent cure of skin tortured Infants and children, and the comfort of worn-oa- t parents.
Millions of women use Cutlcora Soap,
assisted by Cutlcura Ointment, for preserving, purifying and beautifying the
skin, scalp, hair and bands, for annoying irritations and weaknesses, and
for many sanative, antlacptlc purposes
which readily suggest themselves.
ha-mo-

nld 'breerWt th. wrlt. Cnttatra ReMtveM. av. ft
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Uuawaia."

Stands for UMon Metallic
Cartridges.
It also stands
for uniform shooting and satis
factory results
Ask your dealer forU.M.C.
ARROW and NITRO CLUB
Smokeless Shot Sheüa.

1

The llninn Metallic

- '
Lartridce

H
-

co.;

BRIDGEPORT,
CONN.
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ISSUED

IC cattle on the range and preventing

EVERT WEDNESDAY BY

N.

S. ROSE,

TWO DOLLARS FER ANNUM

St. Louis petitions the navy department for a fleet of war vessels, " including submarines." Must be anti
pating another flood.

The business portion of Silver City is
The Limit la LyBchla.
very quiet these evenings as a result of
the early closing movement, whereby
In the words of Webster, "Massachu- most of the stores close at aix o'clock. setU there she stands, "raising a mob
Independent.
to lynch a white man who threw a beer
The Deming Graphic has completed a gloss at another and cut off his nosel
series of sketches of Luna county, With this incident the New York World
which has taken two months labor. thinks we may consider that the lynch
The sketches are designed to be of ing craze has reached its limit. When
great help in the developement of that it spreads rom Texas to Massachusetts,
from negros as objects to white men,
country. Albuquerque Citizen.
and from crimes against women to
T. C. McDErtMOTT, manager of the throwing
beer glasses as provocations,
famous Faywood Hot Springs resort,
what more is there to be said?
has a peculiar place. The water of the
The troops have just been ordered
springs is exceedingly hot and furnishes
out in Georgia to protect a white prishath rooms of the hotel through a net
oner in jail. All this is encouraging,
work of pipes. These concentrate
for when the mobs begin chasing white
under the buck porch of the hotel Mr. men no body is safe and every body is
MeDermott conceived the idea of fixing compelled to think. You might be
an encubator in the bed of pipes and crossing a field yourself, unconscious
did so. Settings of eggs were placed in of all offense, with your golf bag on
the place and now the hotel man is the your shoulder, and find your self sudproud owner of fifty motherless chicks, denly surrounded by a maniacal mob
raised in his incubator. The chicks insisting on hanging you on
the spot as
were all doing well at last accounts.
the criminal who ran over the school
A St. Louis fir bulletin says that teacher with h's automobile, and refusChas. A. Spiess, of Las Wegas, New ing to listned to your alibi orgiveyoua
Mexico, president of the New Mexico chance to communicate with your lawcommission, visited the administration yer.
building July 6, and conferred with
This sort of thing threatens to upset
Director of Exhibits Skiff, Director of all the safeguards of personal secutrity
works Taylor and a number of the that have been the birthright of English-department chiefs. New Mexico will shaking
people since centuries bespend $7,(XX) of its appropriation,
fore Magna Charta. And when its full
Surrounding the meaning is once thoroughly understood
on a building.
structure will be a cactus garden in a way will be found to stop it.
which many curious varíete. of the
plant are to be shown. New Mexico
In KODOL digests what you eat
will exhibit in all departments.
mining, a turquoise mine and the gems
from it, for which new Mexico is fam- - KODOL cleanses, purifies, strengthens
and sweetens the stomsch.
ous, will, be shown, and in live stuck
a large herd of Herefonls will be ex-- 1 KODOL curM digestion, dyspepsia, and
hibited.
all stomach and bowel troubles.
$10,-00-

ti th
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Fttt Eortoi
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Cartful Drlvtn

BARGAINS

VALTE3 F. C0USLAND.
Merrill's Old Stand.

Denial

ftccelerateathe action of the gu- trie glands and gives tona td the
digestive organs.
relleves n overworked stomach
of all nervous strain gives to
the heart a full, free and untrammeted
action, nourishes the nervous system and
feeds the brain.

KODOL ' ,he wonderiul remedy that

Is
making so many sick people well
and weak people strong by giving to their
bodies all of the nourishment Jhat Is contained In the food they eat.

!i. II.

taiAta.tsitat5.ttt.tat4 tat a ta ata tat atetatatatatatatataf

PRESCRIPTIONS.

C

E.

D.WITT

CO

CBICA00.

average about three feet
have an excellent color. Mr.
prophecies that the plants
the height of five feet.
Citizen.

in

with the
Doctor through our prescription department to give the sick
the best possible services. The Doctor will tell you that proper compoundings of prescriptions the right quality and
strength of drugs and chomicals. means everything to him
as well as to the patient We trust that you will favor us
with your prescriptions.

tion for panhm for Joseph Looper yesterday received a letter from Governor
Otero acknowledging receipt of the papers and stating that it has been decided to grant Loocr a full and complete
pardon to take effect at once. Loopr
was convicted in 189.1 of the murder of
a man named Jackson and sentenced to
a term of 40 years in the penitentiary.
There were many extenuating circumstances in connection with the affair.
The application for pardon was signed
by Judge Fall, who sentenced Looper.
several of the jurymen who convicted
him and many influential citizens. It is
understood that Looper will go to his
brother in Oklahoma when released. -Silver City Independent.

"
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T.B. BIRTR0NG

Deming' Saloon
j Liquors and Cigars....
WJ

PHONE 47

PALACE DRUG STORE

Call ond see us

Gold Ave.

To Protect Ranges.
Prof. A. S. Hitchcock of Washington
a representative of the department of
agriculture, left here last night for
the Mesilla park agnicultural s ta ion,
after having 3pent the day at the
hotel. He is to make experiments
with the forage plants of this section,
under orders from the department.
He says that the government has determined to restore, if possiple, the
cattle ranges to their former condition,
by instituting scientific methods in
stocking range. He says that formerly the ranges yielded the best food that
cattle could have, but they have been
grazed until they could not supply the
the demanda made upon them.
The department has been experimenting for some time about Tucson on the
range pasturage situation and has materially benefited the country. This is
done by making ft proper distribution of
Orn-dor-
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Buffet
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Rock Island mcali
Arc the best on wheel.

Jl'

CORNER COLD AVE.
PINE STREET

P

AND

Some day it will be useful.
Some day you will go East

Henry Meyer

to Omaha, Kansas City,
St. losenh.Ch icai'o or bevond.
You won't know which line to take until you remember that
f

Then you

,

BUTCHER
...DEAI.FR IN...

Rock Island meals
Are the best on wheels.

MEATS, FISH, GAME

know.
Seriously, though, the Rock Island dining car service is superb)
tne cleanest ot clean linen, the finest of
china and silverware, the best of food, and
waiters and cooks who "know how."
II

H. F. COX, General Agent,

El

AND POULTRY.
g Deming

Southern
Pacific

New Mexico

Best Meals in the City. Next to
Cabinet Saloon.
Ask for the
Hungry Man's Paradise. Lai Prop.

Eat Band
No.

LIMITED, via the
Coast Line-lea- ves
Snn Francisco 7 p.
m., Doming 3:05, arriving at New

Horse brands the same

TIACT

af

Cabinet

Co.

GROCERIES, PROVISIONS
AND CANNED GOODS . . .

Ike

Confectionery, Cigars. Tobacco. Can
dies, Crockeryware, Handkerdhiefs and
Neckties. Fruits in season.

Aquarium

rench

T

Ckulct Wlaet,

4

Uur

and CUsrt.

Restaurant
Good, Clean meals
Call and see us.

at all hours

Fong Wing, FongSuee, Fong Lui
Proprietors.

atatatatitatatatatatatata
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I

.Victoria.
New and First Class in
every respect.
Electric
Lights, Telephone, Hatha
all modern conveniences

Stable

S

L

C.
11UKSES,

j

Reasonable ff ! Prices

mBmtoiomaBfitot&ofio."

FSfc

BAKER,

City Express delivery.

JOHN H. CAIN, Proprietor.

Our Hoattly Publication
will keep you posted on our
work and methods. Mailed
Fret to the

Mgr.
Buys and sells

WAGONS,

BUGGIES, SADDLES,
HAY, GRAIN, Etc.
New native Hay for Sale
Cattle Bought and Sold.
Deming
. . . New

Star Dairy
M. V.

We Must Have Room

Mayficld, Prop.

(SurcMMir to Ed Baker.)

For our big fall stock of millFresh
Jersey Cream milk de.
inery which will begin to arrive Ii vered Eggs,
to yourduor morning nd
evening
In a short timo, bo wo are offer-Injr

ADVERTISING MAN

ft of toy responsible house.

Sam Fong'

HANNICAN,

Frrltort

I

)

N. M.

Restaurant.

andNew Orleans

MERRILL.

N. M.

:

Deming

San Francisco

that we are thoroughly up
to date and the first airship vou see
coming your way with a load of lumber,
Coal or brick, will belong to

-

:

Deming,

II

Double daily train
service between

we do claim

DEMING

:

Ice, Beer, Sodawater

Dealer in live stock, Ojo Caliente
ranch, Janos, Chihuahua, Mexico.

Deliver With An Airship,

MERRILL

:

Puo, Tex.

A. V. READE

Nr. 7. -P- ACI Fin EXPRESS vi tko
Coast Lino
leaves New Orleans at
9 p. m., Deming 5:35 p. m., arrives at
san r rancisco i:3u p. m.
You may talk about your steam cars
This train carries same equipment
And your Autos if you will
as No. 8 and in addition ft chair car
Los Angeles to San Francisco.
But there is nothing but an airship
Trains 9 and 10 carry free reclining
W ill suit your Uncle Bill
chairs.
For further information call on or
We think this a reason so many Uncle
address
C. M. Burkhalter,
Bills trade with us, for although we
D. F. & P. A., Tucson.
have not as yet commenced to
C. B. BoswoRTH, Agent. Deming.

V. R

FRESH

OYSTERS IN SEASON

JOHN CORBETT.

No. 10.

When we do deliver in that way, we
shall most likely commence on Lime,
Plaster, Cement, Hair, and Building
Paper, because this is the rtuff, that
would be the easiest to handle. But
for the present we shall deliver in the
same old way as promptly as possible.

Bttrtaf Leach

Fix this little jingle fast in
your memory.

i" IFV
mm

n a nun a

Wu

Best Meals
On Wheels.

This tram carries dining car, observation, compartment and drawing room
sleepers through Chicago, New York,
and New Orleans, also tourist sleepers
to Washington, Cincinnati, Chicago,
Memphis, St. Paul, St Louis, etc.
No. 8
CR E SCENTCITY EXPRESS, via San Joaquin valley line-lea- ves
San Francisco 10 a. m., Deming
8:50, and arrives at New Orleans 8:55
a. m.
This train carries drawing room
sleeper to New Orleans, also tourist
cars to St. Louis, St Paul and Chicago
West Bound
No.
LIMITED, via Snn
Joaquin valley line-lea- ves
New Orleans 11:45 a. m., Deming 8:40 ft. m.,
arriving at San Francisco 8 25 a. m.
1 his train carries same equipment as

V.R.

tj

NOTHING TOO GOOD

Or-lea-

ill

2

I Choice line of Wines,

m.

John W, Allen, of Oak Grove, who
who has been active in getting together the necejsary papers for an applica-

for CASH

3

Wo do everything in our power in

Bomst ontjr. $1.00 Sl: hoidlnf 14 tlrr.es the trial
slu, which selli for 50c.

rrtstrtl talj ir

at a tat

in Dry Goods, Notions,
Hardware, Tinware Cut- lery, Stationary, Toilet
Articles etc.

KODOL

KODOL

a a

5
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S. E. Edmunds the Kentucky tobacco expert who Is managing things for
the Rio Grande Valley Tobacco company, which company is now experimenting with tobacco growing in the
Rio Grande valley by cultivating
a
small patch of the weed north of this
city, has filed his rexrt on tobacco
growing in New Mexico with Governor
Oten). The report is quite lengthy and
speaks most favorably of the cultivation of tobacco in New Mexico, and its
probable future as a product of the
territory. The small experiment plot
north of town is growing nicely and
promises all that could be asked for.

The plants
height and
Edmunds'
will attain

tra4

Harm

a,

LIVERY, FEED AtH
SALE STABLE.

over-

stocking.
The government will begin noon to
enforce this system in the open country,
so that the ingenous pasturage may
have ft chance to
its growth.
Prof. Hitchcock ha been in the rice
belt of Texas trying to show the farmers the benefit of Introducing Berscn
grass. This is an Asiatic plant, which
thrives in damp soils and is like
alfalfa in its multitudinous uses.

.'

v

Administrator's Notlco.

Extra Low Prices,
For the

m-x- t

KxhU In our
flrxl

ISO

dnyu,

(toro.

on all
You will

thU a rare opportunity

to

K't Imrtfuliw in ilno millinery.

L

Mn.

,

M. E.

Kinsworthy.

O- .-

(,

"'M

III

J

?..ÜYLh,,
' ww.
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,h,
All tasirt

Mild

Dknnih

Prom
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AN CPPCSTUNITT.

5

Stolen and

I

Mining1 Hen

ia New Meilco Should at
Onct

Seixt.

New Mexico mininsr men now hav
an opportunity to eet the mineral net.
sibllities of New Mexico before the
world, and that, too without cost to
themselves, and thev should not be
slow to avail themselves of it, not only
for their own good, but for the irood
A government survey has been or- of the entire territory.
Dr. F. A. Jones, in chame of the
dered for a reservoir site on the Gallimineral exhibit to be made at the St.
nas, above'Las Vegas.
Louies exposition, is now sendintr out
Such a thing as death from heat is circulars
to all mining men he can
unknown In New Mexico.
reach, asking them to take sufficient
interest in their own welfare to col
A good,
d
sheriff can do more toward discourag- lect specimens of the ores on their pro- perties and in their districts, so that
ing lynching than all the esstyfsts.
the world may know the wealth dob- The good roads movement is one that
sible to be produced here in New Mex
demands the earnest attention of every
ico.
citizen. Throw a few more shovelfuls.
He proposes to cataloirue cverv
A man from Nebraska has been left specimen, by number, and in such a
five or six million by an old sweetheart manner as will enable the giving of a
Just think what that fellow has missed full description of the property pro
all these years.
ducing the specimen. Such un oppor
There are some people who are really tunity should not be neglected by the
in favor of killing the insane people. miners and mine owners of New Mex
Of course they never expect to become ico.
insane themselves.
Catarrh of the Stomach.
In New York state 181 Young Men's
Whan the rtomach is over loaded:
Christian associations have a member- when food is taken into it that fails to
ship of 49,697 and Own 72 buildings digest; it decays and influmes the mucous membrane, exposing the nerves
worth $52,689,925.
ana causing the nerves to secret mucin,
New Mexico is gaining in population. instead of the uatural juices of digestion.
This is called catarrh of the
In the Santa Fe land district alone dur- stompch.
For years I suffered with
ing; the past year over 120,000 acres of
catarrh of the stomach, caused by inpublic land were filed upon and entered. digestion. Doctors and medicine failed
y
to benefit me until I used Kouol
Where there is one scholar who beCure;
comes insane through overstudy there
are hundreds who remain insane by
Hen Wanted.
reason of understudy. Boston TransThe great want of this aire is me- ncript.
men who are not for sale. Men who
honest, sound from center to cir
are
adMr. Booker Washington wisely
cumference, true to the heart core.
vices the education of colored people. Men who will condemn wronz in friend
Very little knowledge of the law on or foe in themselves as well as others.
their part would make peonage impos- Men whose consciences are as steady as
the needle to the pole. Men who will
sible.
stand for the right if the heavens tot
Senator Hnnna declares flatly that he ter and the earth reels. Men who can
tell the truth and look the world and
doesn't retire from anything. Going to the devil
in the eve. Men who neither
only
kind
of
retiring
that
is
the
bed
brag nor run. Men who have couraee
the senator ever indulges in, and when without whiHtling for it and joy witha campaign is on he doesn't do much of out shouting to bring it. Men to whom
the current of everlasting life runs still
that.
and strong. Men who know their duty
The public debt statement from the and do it. Men who know their place
and fill it. Men who mind their own
national treasury for June 30, shows a business. Men who will not lie. Men
reduction of Uncle Sam's indebtedness who are willimr to earn what they eat
for the month of June of $10,670,396, and perform what they are paid for do
leaving a total of the interest bearing ing. shield.

Otherwises

able-bodie- d,

level-heade-

Dr. E. L. CASSELS,
PHYSICIAN and BURGEON
Eye teeted and
fitted. Offlca at Nal- done, nut to Toeaei'e Jewelry ,tor. on th eouth
TELEPHONE (0

fluw

Physician
Deming

debt now $914,541,410.
It is interesting to note that the

A
dia-

mond cutting industry is firmly establishing itself in the United States. Un-

cut precious stones to the value of over
$10,000,000 were imported last year.
South Dakota isn't strenous about
divorces, but she makes up at the other end of the line-- a Sioux Fall man has
been jailed for marrying hib first cousin; the initial arrest under a new state
statute. Make it hard to get in and
easy to get out, is the South Dakota
maxim.

just announced his some what startling discovery
that he has succeeded in making the
A Chicago physician has

AenA

heart beat.

now discover how

If the doctor

to make the

could
dead

beat pay, the business men and editors
of the country would fall over each oth
er in an effort to erect a monument to
is

stated that during John

ÍALBUQUERQUEÍ
; Steam Laundry! 5
The oldest and largest and best known
Laundry in the territory. All work is
guaranteed first class

D.

Rockefeller's recent visit to the Grand
Canyon, there was a great scramble
among the guides to have the honor of
piloting him around on account of an
anticipated big trip from the
The guide who was fortunate enough to receive the job, was rewarded for his care of the oil king,
withanickel-justthepric- eof
a gallon of oil, eastern figures.
e.

The Tombstone American has na- nouncedthat it will be removed to
Douglas, where it will have a broader
field of usefulnes. The Era is willing
to wager dollars to doughnuts that the
American will make it so interesueg
for neace officers at Douglas that they
at least make an effort to put down the
carnival of crime which has held lull
sway there for time past. If something
ha not soon done a vigilance commit
tee will be a necessary adjunct to the
town. From all reporta it would seem
that the toughs are in control at uoug
las. -- Copper Era.
Mr. Andrew Bull in London Electri
fUn jWribea a system of wireless tel
rrnh of his invention in which in
stead of using simple wave impulses in
transmitting signals; as by otner signals of wireless telegraphy, a seres consisting of a number of wave Impulats.
succeeding each other at
short intervals of tune is useu, ana
nn...;i.ia in trivfl the sumáis
u
from each seperate transmitter a dis
tinctive feature or its own.

New Mexico.

Office with Judge Edw. Pennnington.
Spruce St.
::- -::
Deming, N. M.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

W

Spruce St.

Deming N. M.

DENTIST

::

Drmino

FRANK PRISER,
MININO EXTERT

jj.

A. HUBBS;
PROPRIETOR

Thirty

Dkmino

Nrw Mexico

Deming

New Mexico

.

Choren Directory

Dry Platea

Printing Paper,
Solution, Mount,

A

te... Mull nnler my
llciled and filled
promptly .... Kodak
nniiihing at reaann-abl- e

K
S

price.

W. P. Tossell

Hardware and
Furniture
Sanitary Plumbing, Wind Mills, Pumps
and Gasoline Engines
Everything in hoüsefurnishíng at prices to defy
competition.

to

j.

MKTlimilHT -- Preaching eervicea every Sunilny
11 a. m. and 8 p. m.. Sunday achool at 10 a.
m., Junior League at 3 p. m., Epwurth League

at

p. m., Prayer meeting Wedneaday evening
o'clock.
Arthur Marhton, Paator.
Preabyterian --Sunday achool at 10 a. m. Young
peoplca meeting 8 p. m. every Sunday.
Prayer mooting Wedneaday evening at 7:30.

at

A. Mahoney

T

8

Deming Mercantile Co,

St. Lt'KR'a EriacoPAL-Sund- oy
achool every
Sunday at 10 a. m Holy communion and preaching every third Sunday In each month.
Rev. H. W. Ruppner, Paator.
Domin
Iulnia MrronuiA EPMrorAL-Eacu- ela
leal cada domingo a ta diet de
Se
ofrece invitación a todaa peraonaa venir y ayudar
con el trabajo del aenor.

DWYER CHURCH DIRECTORY.
Sunday achool at
m. and 8 p. m.

10

Groceries and Hardware,
Hay, Grain and Flour
Fancy groceries a specialty. Agent for the famous
-:
-:
-:
Chase and Sandborn's Teas and Coffees
:-

a. m., preaching at 11 a.
Dionicio Coatulea,
Paator.

VILLAGE OF DEMING.
Village Truateea
Seaman Field, Chairman: J. W. Hannigan. A. J
Clark; T. II. Carr and L. H.Brown.
Juatire of the Peace.
Edw. Pennington
Marchal
Frank PrW.
Conatabl
Cipriano Bacii
Dintrict court convene aacond Monday in June
and December.

Deming

Directory of Lodges.
Deming Lodge No. TA. O. U. W. meeta every
Wedneaday In K. of P. halt Gold avenue
W. J. Graham Recorder.

:-

:-

New Mexico.

J. Sl.OAT Fahhkt. Pre't
John Corbktt. Vice Prea't

L. H. Brown, Caahier.
W. II. GuiNRY, Aa't Caahier.

The Bank of Deming
Transacts a general banking business
Foreign exchange and MexicaM money bought and sold.
Money to loan on good security at current rates of interest.
IEg3ggSgECSiSiglSCg3EEiSEE!3B

J.

3333333333333333333

$ S. C. Stenson
Retail Dealers in all kinds of

Fresh

:

Meats

Also retail dealers in Staple and Fancy GROCERIES. Out of town orders in either line
will receive careful and prompt attention

Deming, N.

ft

Deming Lodge No. 12. A. F. A A. M., meet th
flnt Thuraday In each month In the Maaonie hall
Gold Avenue.
Eo. Prnninqton Secretary

Deming Chapter, No. 5. R. A. af meet eocond
Thuraday In each month In Maaonie hall. Gold
avenue.
Ed, Prnninqton Sec.

Summer Excursion Rates

McGorty Commandery No. 4. K T., meet the
fourth Thuraday In each month in Maaonie hall.
Gold avenue,
Eo. Pbnninoton, See.

California Seashore Resorts

Film.

,0

SouthcrnPacific
Veto

SUPPLIES

AND

McKEYES

Bargains in Real Estate,
Conveyancer, Notary Public

Ruth Chapter No. 6, O. E. 8.. meet flrat and
third Tueadaya of each month In Maaonio hall
Gold avenue.
Mr. Mollis Prnninton, Sec,

m

0

yean'

Mine examined and reported.
experience. Beat reference.
-:

KodaKs.

D

Dr. F. E. COLLINS
Ali.idon block

Eastman

K

Office in Mahoney block.

at

th Santa Fe your
next trip and be convinced

Go via

New Mexico

-:

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

3

Well acquainted with live stock interCall on me

the train. He needs and should demand
food that is properly cooked and daintly
served. The Santa Fe provides the best
of meals for those who journey. Its table
d'hote service, 75 cents, is deservedly po-

A. W, POLLARD,

ot

aaUwea

ests throughout the country.

pular. Trains without dining cars reach
meal stations at seasonable hours.

JAS. S. FIELDER,

is alwavs dangerous do not submit to
the surgeon's Icnife until you have tried
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. It will
cure when everythtng else fails it has
done this in thousands of cases.
...Official Directory...
g
Hear is one of them: I suffered from 5
bleeding and protruding piles for 20
years. Was treated by different Dlitriet Judge
F. W. Parker
specialists and many remedies, but ob- Pimrict Clerk
P. Mitchell
Ja.
W. II. II. Llewellyn
tained no relief until I used DeWitt's DUtrict Attorney
H. B. Holt
Witch Hazel Salve. Two boxes of this Court Stenographer
salve cured me 18 months ago and I
COUNTY.
have not had a touch of the piles since. Chairman board of Co. Com'a
W. C. Walli
-- H. A. Tisdale, Summerton. S. C. Member
S. S. Birchfleld. W. M. T.yk.r
Judge
Probate
E.
H. Mntthewe
ProBlind,
Itching
Bleeding,
For
ann
Probate Clerk
B. Y. McKeve
truding piles no remtdy equals DeWitt's Sheriff
W. N. Fouler
Witch Hazel Salve. Sold by J. P. Tmuurer and
Collector. W. H. Ouiney
Aaweaor
J. B. Horiffdon
Byron & Son.
County SupL of Public Instruction. ... (J. P. LufT

his memory.

It

Surreal Operation

-:

Attorney-At-La- w.

B. Y.

Oa
CBB

LiveStoclI

Who doubts it? Certainly not the man on

A. A. TEMKE.

DmiNo

CONTRACTORS
and BUILDERS
Agents for Celebrated James
Sash Lock.

Surgeon.

Office on Spruce Street.
:-

A. II. Thompson

Leopold

Q

The Doctrine of Good Living'.

P. M. STEED.

Dys-peps-

-

Rosch

Professional Cards

jj

Deming Council No. 1, R. AV S. M., meet every
Thuraday la each month in Maaonie hall. Gold
G. A. Shrpkrd T. L If.
avenue,

The Southern Pacific company will sell
first class round trip tickets to Sonta Deming Lodge No. S. I, O. O, F, meet every
Barbara, Santa Monica, Long Beach Monday night at Odd Fellow' hall, corner Silver
Char. Miller. See,
and other California seashore resorts avenue.
Florida Camp No. 4. W. O. W.. meet aeeond
for $35.00.
These tickets on sale each Thursday and fourth Tueadaya in K. P. hall. Gold avenue.
Darning Lodga No, 20, K, of P., meet flrat and
and Saturday good to return until No
third Tueeday of each month In K. of P. hall.
vember 30th, 1903.
Gold avenue.
C.C Raitrrl, K.R.C
Stop over at all points intermediate to
No. 18. Improved
Huachuca
Tribe,
of
destination allowed at stations west of Red Men, meet every Thuraday at p,Order
m. In K
'
Colton, Cal
Sachrm Lrom Godch aux.
of P. hall.
Chief of Reeord Right Lahoa
Tickets to San Francisco and return,
subject to same conditions, will be sold
for $55 via either the Coast line or the
San Joaquin Valley line.
WINDMILLS REPAIRED
Dining cars on all trains. For further
AND WELLS CLEANED
particulars call on or address
Country work a Specialty. Prompt and
C. B. BOSWORTH, Agent
satisfactory work. Shop at Deming
Deming, New Mexico.
livery stable.

t

Beaty Brothers

For Your Summer Outing
This season there will be numerous opportunities to travel with little
outlay for railroad fare. Reductions will be made by the Santa Fe to
Boston, Baltimore, Detroit, Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Los
Those
Angeles, San Francisco. San Diego and many other points.
named below are representative, and show the extended territory to
which reduced rates will apply.
Natleaa) Eáacatloaal AtaecUtlea, Icele, Ha, 163,60 round trip from Deming choice
of route. Ticket on aal June SO to July L Inclusive.

Original return limit may be

extended to September L IMS.

IateTRaÜaaal Ceaveatlea Caites Society of CkrUtUa Ealeaver. Daer Colo.
Round trip from Deming $28.06. Tick eta on aale July 6, T and 8. Return limit good to leave
Colorado July Hth. Reduced ratea to California and Grand Canon will be made during the
meeting for the benefit of thoee who may deaire to extend their Journey,
latera tleaa. Ceavcatlea Eewertfc leeiae, Detroit Hick. Round trip from beming
151,7. Tkketa on aal July II to IS with limit to permit leaving Detroit aa late aa Aug. U
Cra4 L4e I. t. 0. 1.. Baltimore, Hi, Ticket on aale at Deming for $57.70 ea July
IS and U. Return limit to leave Baltimore. July IS. Provision being mad fur extending
ueh limit to have there aa late aa July IL
Celeraie aal OUh Iacantea. Round trip tickets to Denver, Colorado Spring and
Pueblo may be purchaatd at Darning I3S.0O daily, to and including September 30. Pinal
limit. October SL

1906.

Teat City (Saa Ele1)

Cal. Special reduced rate for ticket covering round trip railroad)
and Pultmaa farce; meala en route; two week' board and lodging at Coronado Tent City;
alao railroad fare to and from, and meala and lodging at Grand Canoa. From Darning the
coat la only 1107.
For dcoeriptiv literatura, uaiiiatlon of W ping-c-ar apaee, or further particular about
event adrertiaed here, or for ratea to other point or for other oecaaionc. apply to
W,
RocRBrrsR,
Atfeat, A. T. fe . V. tallwya.

a

LAWYER

TO GET RID OF RATS.

tL'i.t.Via EXCUf.SI0N3

Writer Recommends Dipping the Ve.
rnln In Varni h.
Ail tradesmen being liuble to the
Incursions and depredatloua of rats,
It may not be out of place to mention
method of getting rid of these pesti
which U recommended by a correspondent of tho Birmingham Dally
Post. This consists In thinning down
with petroleum ordinary
tar varnish such as bedstead makers
and japanners use and pouring the
mixture into the runs of the rats.
The vermin are said to loathe tha
g
smell of the stuff, and will do
to get clear of it. A still mora
effective plan Is said to be to catch a
rat alive, dip It up to the neck in the
varnish and turn it loose. Its fellows will flee from it as from tha
de ll. The dipping process Is said to
be harmless to the rat But aomo
ironmongers may not care to "dip a
live rat up to its neck."

Via Grand Trunk Railway System.
EOoTON-Ein- gle
fare. Going dates
Juno 23. 28 and 27. Return limit August 1st, 1903.
BOSTON-Sln- gle
fare rlus $2. G
Ing dates July 1st to 6th inclusive.
Return limit September 1st, 19i)3.
Single fare plus $2. GoTORONTO
ing dates June 29th and 30th. Return
limit July Stl), 1903.
Single fare. Going
SARATOGA
date July 6th and 6ih. Relurn limit
July 30th. 1903.
DETROIT Single fare. Going datea
July 15th and 16th. Return limit August 15th. 1903.
For further particulars address Geo.
W. Vaux, A. Q. P. ft T. A, Excursion
Dept, Chicago, 11L

MADE AN APOLOGY.

Rsvlstd the Opinion
to the Intellect
of the Court.
Bom years ago there wa en old
Judge en the bench la Berks tounty,
Pa., wboK? Ceclslons, In consequence
of numerous reversals did not always
command universal respect. One day,
In a cace In which be was clttlng. one
of the lawyers lost patience at his Inability to see things In a certain light,
and In the heat of the moment re
marked that the Intellect of the court
was so dark a flash of lightning could
not penetrate It. For this contempt
the Judge ehowed a disposition to be
very severe with the offender, and It
was on!y after much persuasion by
friends of the latter that be yielded
and decided to accept a public apob
ogy. The following day the lawyer,
accordingly, appeared before bis honor
and made amends by saying. "I re
gret very much that I said the Intel
lect of the court was so dark lightning
could not penetrate it. I guess it
could. It Is a very penetrating thing.

alow-dryin-

any-thin-

A GOOD PLACE

TO BE "AT."

Incongruity of Surroundings In a Wild
Country.
Small Boy's Distinction Between ApOne of the rtrangest sights I ever
petite and Patriotism.
saw in a wild country was a little minGen. O. O. Howard occasionally adister garbed In solemn black, white
dresses Juvenile patriotic clubs. An "dog" collar, buttonless vest and stiff
organization of this typo entertained
black straw hat. The dominie was
the veteran at a sociable and dinner. standing In a leaky boat In the midst
A little chap near the general disof a primeval woods, fishing the boilplayed
a good apctlte. " You eat ing waters of a mountain torrent At
well, my son." said the old soldier. his back a cataract roared
and
"Yea, sir." "Now, If you love your pounded the rocks, churningtbe water
flag as well as your dinner, you'll to white suds; above him the eternal
make a pood patriot," Gen. Howard's snow glistened on the mountains, and
eyes beamed on the boy. "Yes. sir; but a few yards away a gaunt cinnabut I've been practicing eating twelve mon bear was quietly nosing among
years and I ain't owned a gun but six the driftwood. Dan Beard in
.he
months." was the laconic reply. New World's Work.
York Times.
Here's a New "Drink" Cure.
Most Expensive Tree In World.
A novel remedy for the "drink habProbatdy tho most expensive tree it" or, rather, for enabling those
In the world Is In the city of Ixmdon,
who have "sworn off" to remain
en the corner of Cheapslde and Wood "on the water cart" consists of Ice
street, alut midway between the water drunk through a raw potato.
Bank of England and St. Paul's. It Take a bowl of Ice water and a potaIs an enormous oak and Is said to be to. Peel the potato and cut down one
100 years old.
It is protected by a end of It until It can be easily insertclause in the deed of the property ed In the mouth. Dip the potato In
whkh forbids destruction of tree or the Ice water and suck it every time
branches. Architects were compelled a craving for strong drink comes on.
to plan a rather peculiar building to It Is claimed that this treatment will
avoid the branches. There It stands effect an absolute cure. The why and
In the corner of one of the busiest the wherefore are not stated, but the
streets in London, occupying ground process Is such a simple one that
of enormous value and
positively there can bo no harm In trying It It
the only tree In the city of London any one is afflicted with a thirst
outside tl the parks.
which they really and truly desire to
HAD HAD LONGER

PRACTICE.

,

UIIps How did De Jone net to b such
a continued wonuin huter? lilies Oh. h
was a Hour niiikur tu a, dry auud store
(or seven yeuri.

When You Buy Starch
bny Defiance and got thu txwt, 18 OS. for 10
OsuU. Unce ased, always ttsod.
Chilli)-

-

a youn man "a chip of ths old
only a Kntl wuy of
tliut he Is a blockhead.

block" In
liiblnuating

"Before I SRk you to prmcrlbe for me.
doctor," unid ihx pulicnt with the clilny
blnck coat. "I nhnultl Ilk to know wh;it
system you practice."
replied
"Cush,"
the doctor.
Ths tnllrit tobneco that stow )a uard
tn the make-uof Baxter's Uullhead
clear. Tiy one and see.
p

Water Well.
know, "It's a poor
rule ihtit won t work both ways." Wine,
man Nonenne! You couldn't pnmillily
expect a hendlong man to be
for limlnnce.
yi--

Do Your Feet Ache and Burn?
Shake Into your shoes, Allen's Foot-Easa powder for the feeL It makes
tight or New Shoes feel Easy. Cures
Swollen. Hot, Sweat big Feet. Corns
and Bunions. At all Druggists and
Shoe Stores, 23e. Sample sent FREK.
Addresa Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.

Mot men object to a visit from their

mother-in-la-

ing lOUf.tl.

until baby bus the whoop-

All Up to Date Housekeepers
Defiance Cold Water Starch, became M
is better, and 4 us. more of it fur sama

ti

won.

Btnoke

Baxter's "Uullhead"

cigar.

I

cal World.

tUiifi- - Uiiui.W'.vvi hi

L'liU'i.ii L..iL

is a very frequent cause of
of diseases kuoiva as
female weakness.
Catarrh of tha pelvic organs Produces
such a variety of disasrceal'ia and iujut-inf- t
symptoms that nuny people -- ia fart,
the majority of people have no idea that
they are caused by catarrh.
If all the women who are suffering with
any form of female weakness would write
to Dr. Hartmao, Columbus, Ohio, and (five
him a complete description of their symptoms snd tho peculiarities of their troubles,
he witl immediately reply with complute
directions for treatment, free of charge.

1

tr

-

-vi

"th
Mrs. Eva Barlho, 133 F
street, N. Y. City, A'. V., writes:
"I suffered for three years with
leueorrhea and ulceration of the
womb.
The doctor advocated an
dreaded very
operation which
much, and strongly objected to fo
am a thanged
under it. Kow
woman. Peruna cured me; it took
nine bottles, but
felt so much improved kept taking it, as dreaded
am today
an operation so much.
in perfect health and have not felt
Mrs.
so well for fifteen years."
Eva Jlartho.

I
I

I

I

I

I

Miss Maud SteinbacL, 1399 12th Street,
Milwaukee, Wis., writes:
" Last winter I felt sick most of the time,
was irregular and suflered from nervous
exhaustion and severe bearing down pains.
I had so frequently heard of I'eruna and
what wonderful cures it performed so I sent
for a bottle and in four weeks my health
and strength were entirely restored to me."
Miss Maud Steinbach.
Everywhere the women are using rerun a
and praising it. Feruna is not a palliative
simply; it cures by removing the cause of
female disease.
Dr. Hartman has prolwbly cured more
women of female ailments than any other
living physician. He makes these cures
simply by using and recommending Peruna.

V

i

g

MfcEVABARTRO.

It you do not derive prompt and satisfactory results from the
use of Peruna, write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a full statement
of your case and he will be pleased to give you his valuable advice
grails.
Address Dr. Hartman, President of The Hartman Sanitarium,
Columbus, Ohio.

Trsmp Madam. I was not nlwnyii thus.
Muduni No: It
ün your other uim you
bud lu a sliiiK
"It bests all" how sood a eUnr you can
buy for 5 cents If you buy the rlxht brand.
Try a "Uullhead.''

NEW RIVAL' BLACK POWDER SHELLS.

ii.i i

To Cut Record Diamond.
In Amsterdam a syndicate has been
formed which will bear the great ex-

pense and risk attending the cutting
of what (s the largest known diamond,
the Excelsior. The Excelsior was
found at the Jagersfonteln diamond
mines of South Africa in 1S93. It has
the size of a hen's egg and weighs in
it", present raw state 970 carats, which
is nearly twice as much as the Kohl- noor weighed before It was reduced
to Its present size. Specially constructed machinery has to be em
ployed for cutting the Excelsior and
great care Is used in Insuring Its safo-- ,
ty from theft.

Oixí.aTiu.""

CATARRH

lose.

Development of the Electron.
Tr. Kaufmann of Germany. In a recent lecture, traced the history of the
development of the electron. The
roots of the Idea go back about twenty five years. The growth of the stem
has taken place within the last ten
years, and now we have a flourishing
plant and a large literature on the
subject. Broadly speaking, the latest
tl.cory a counts for Inertia, suggests
a cause for gravitation, explains the
leading phenomena of the spectra of
hypothet-(rallhot pacts and
a lion of miner phenomena that
seem at first sight to have no discernible mutual relationship, says Electri-

.LíiUÜAitD

DOOÍÜÜ

It's the thoroughly modern and scientific system of load-In-s
and the nse of only the best msterlals which make
k Winchester Factory Loaded "New Rival" Sheila give bet- ter pattern, penetration and more uniform resulta generally than any other shells. The special paper and the Win-

ir

chester patent corrugated head used in making "Ne
Rival" shells give them strength to withstand reloading.
BE SURB TO GET WINCHESTER MAKE OF SHELLS.

1.
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For Your Summer Outing
This Beason there will be numerous opportunities to travel with little
outlay for railroad fare. Reductions will be made by the Santa Fe
to Boston, Baltimore, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego,
and many other points. Those named below are representative, and
show the extended territory to which reduced rates will apply.

Mrs. Laura L. Barnes, Washington, D. C, Ladies Auxiliary to
How Snakes Decoy Birds.
Luncheon a Decided Success.
Burnside Post, No. 4, Q. A. R.,
That the rattlesnake uses his tall
A lady In
h recently gave
to decoy birds has been observed a
a charitable luncheon party to the recommends Lydia E. Pinkhara's
number of times by a correspondent poor
of her distric t. She placed no Vegetable Compound.
of the Scientific American, who says:
on the number of Invitations,
" In diseases thatcotne to women only,
"The snake hides himself In the tall limit
and the result was that 3,000 people
Duda-Pes- t

grass and imitates the buzzing of a
arrived, all eager for tho treat.
bee. The insectivorous birds, such as
Eventually the police had to
phoebe
kingbird,
and
the
are attract- their sabers to keep order amongdraw
the
ed by the sound, and become an easy
were no two opinprey fur bis snakeshlp. 1 have seen revelers. There
ions about the success of the funcrattlesnakes concealed In the dense
foliage of trees twenty feet from the tion. The guests to a man declared
they had never assisted at so inground practicing the same deception that
tense
and exciting a luncheon before
o:i the birds
and getting the bird In
their lives. They were quite cut
every lime."
up when the lime came to go.
Microbes Hard to Kill.
That the microbes which cause disease cannot be killed by firing them
ut of a pun has been proved in off!
Micial government experiments.
crobes of malignant postule, of abscesses and of the Intestine were
smeared upon the face of the gun
wad, put M'Xt the powder and flred
Into sterile gelatin nad agarasar. In
ea h case the microbes developed,
each after Its kind, in the medium receiving the wad.

Corean a College Graduate.
Roanoke college at Salem, Vs.,
which has had more foreign students
than any other college in the south,
will this year graduate the second
Corean to take the degree of bachelor
of arts anywhere in the world, the
first being Kin Heur.g Surb, who received his A.'B. at Roanoke in 1898
and bis A. M. at Princeton In 1899.
Klnslc. Klnmi, who will be graduated
this year, is so good a speaker that
he won a prize in declamation several
years ago.

National Educational Association, Boston, Massachusetts.
$49.05
round trip from Denver. Choice of routes. Tickets on sale June 29th
to July 3d, Inclusive. Original return limit may be extended to September 1, 1903.

as a rule, the doctor is called in, sometimes several doctors, but still matters
go from bad to worse ; but I bare
never known of a case of female weakness which was not helped when
J.ytlla 1!. Plnkliani'N VepotaWe
Compound was used faithfully. For
voung women who are subject to
headaches, bsckacho, irregular or painful periods, and nervous attacks due to
the severe strain on the system by
some organic trouble, and for women
of advanced years in the most trying
time of life, ft serves to correct every
trouble and restore a healthy action ot
all organs of the body.

International

Grand Canon of Arizona. Round
and 20th; $30, limit thirty days.

In my home, snd I would not he withmy eiperiencc with this
medicine, which covers vears, I have
found nothing to equal it and always recommend It." M its. I. xi ha L.
lUaiES, 807 Second St.. X. E., Washington. D. C. SS0O0 forftlt If vlqirnl of
Sw Ittttr pnulng gtnulntntu cjniot 64 piaductt.

begin life anew.

8ad Outlook.
you let your husband
e
Mrs.
lave a room to himselt?
"Oh. yec; of course; he must
have a place to smoke in." Auntie
"You poor dear. I see your future
through a rain of tears. He'll sneak
off there and lock himself In whenever
you want to talk to him seriously.
You mark my words "Life.
A

Auntie--"D-o

Special reduced rates for
Pullman fares; meals en
Coronndo Tent City; also
lodging at Grand Canon.

DENVER, COLO.
-

Chicago

3

lof,orrov 4 P.

IX

and that is going some. To do it leave Denver
1:10 P. M. y
over the Union Pacific.
to-da-

No changing cars

SSLTZSR

dustloss road

low ratt'8.

Another through trtiiu loaves Denver
arrives Chicago second morning.

Headaches
10 CENTS

15th

J. P. HALL, General Agent, A. T. & S. F. Railway

CURES ALL,
Woman a Logic.
As one phase of life this Is Interest
!r.g. A woman was overheard to remark to her companion: "Yes, she
was terribly sore about that day aha
lost $13 on the races." "What did
she do It for?" asked the man. "Why,
she must have some fun; she works to
hard all the rest of the time."

Michigan.

For descriptive literature, reservation of sleeping car space, or
further particulars about events advertised here, or for rates to other
points or for other occasions, apply to

out it. In all

BEIOMO- -

Detroit,

trip from Denver July 14th,

Tent City (San Diego), California.
tickets covering round-trirailroad and
route; two weeks' board and lodging at
railroad fare to and from and meals and
From Denver the cost is only $97.

Kan.,

the hallway of the structure to guide at on time was worth $12,000,000
the crowd which was pressing Into Kettler was of German birth, and durone of the rooms to see an exhibition ing the Franco Prussian war operated
of artistic work. "Ladles and gentle- a largo shoe factory In Hanover.
men," said the Janitor, "will you Profitable army contracts swelled his
pleae make your exit through this fortune to the figure tamed, but ha
door and go out of the other." Cleve- lost everything in speculation. Then
land Pluln Dealer.
he came to this country penniless to

League,

Grand Lodge B. P. O. E., Baltimore, Maryland. Tickets on sale
at Denver for $4ti.75 on July 17th and 18th. Return limit to leave
Baltimore, July 25th. Provision has been made for extension ot such
limit to leave there as late as July 31st.

" Lytllit K.IinkhuiirH Vegetable
Compound is a household reliance

Such testimony Miouhl lie accepted by all women u ootn Incluir evidence tltat LydUi I).
Rather Mixed.
lMnkhAtu's Vegetable Compound
One of the janitors of a public
atnnda without n peer as a remFrom Immense Wealth to Poverty.
building, who has more politeness
G'Kirge Kettler, an aged cobbler edy for all tho distressing Ills of
women.
than book learning, was stationed In who died recently In Argentine,

Convention Epworth

Round trip from Denver $37.75. Tickets on sale July 13th and 14th
with limit to permit leaving Detroit as late as August 15'

Tuko

10:110

P. M.,

ml vantage

of the Union Pacific excursion
rates east July 1st to 10th.

- EVO.YWHEJLX

Ask jour local agent for tickets via Union Pacific.
j

i.

R. CRSFFIN,

General Agent, S41 17th Street, Denver

'

-

-
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a floating tree, until at last Hurrah!
He had gained the ebanty!
A moment be disappeared from view;
then he appeared at a window with a
wee brown bundle in his arms. "De ole
folks Is both drowned," we heard him
shout, as we ran along the shore by
the side of the whirling cabin. Then
he again was in the water, and we
hardly breathed as be battled shoreward. It was a lire or death struggle
for every foot of advancement, but his
life had given him hardihood, If nothing else, and slowly oh, so slowly
he made his way with the burden,
whence came no cry now. As be
neared the shore we Joined bands,
making a
to draw blm from
the water.
Thank God, he Is almost to us now!
He Is safe at No! Yes! A great cake
of Ice, striking an obstruction, whirled
as It Were on a pivot and almost
caught him, but we snatched him
away, and now at last he was safe.
Not quite, ob, little Jack; not quite
safe, unless, Indeed, there be perfect
safety on a bosom of Infinite love and
comprehension after the heroic heart
has ceased to beat and the eyes are
closed in the long sleep.
The great cake of Ice, whirling by
him, had touched little Jack, and its
touch was death. Even as we lifted
him from the water, some of Its coldness had entered the brave little heart,
and on his bead was a great, Jagged,
cruel wound, whence the stream of
life flowed unceasingly.
We held him, and knew not what to
do. One of us sobbed brokenly, but
the rest were very silent. Then Jack
opened his ey.es and feebly whispered:
"Is de kid-sa- fe?"
Yes, oh, yes, little Jack; we told you
that you had saved the babe, and our
whisper was almost as low as yours
as we assured you that this was so.
Tho little black head sank down.
Then, very slowly, the eyes again
opened, and In a faint whisper was
heard:
"I'm damn glad."
Then, while the flood flowed on, the
neglected soul of little Jack went out
on a deeper and darker flood which
no more shall beat earthward for

A Dream of the Fields.

life-lin- e

The fields will non be ready for the
reapers every clod
Is eloquent of harvem where the green
vales imlle to Ood;
The river ripple mimic, and the world
around you reme
Like a myatio world tnchmited a para-din- e
of dreams!
There la glory on the hilltop and 'glory
on the p'aln,
And we reap hn benediction of the
and the ralnl
-- Frank I,. Stanton In Atlanta

VA
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Little Jack

Sometimes I Imagine that heaven
must be a piare of surprises. We" will
fio there, If wo are fortunate enough
to go at all, with many preconceived
notions concerning what we shall see
and experience, and just as likely as
not the decided majority of them will
be shattered. Browne of our set
must be here, we will ssy. for
he was such a good and proper man In
Hf'i; then we will look about us. and
'
will be greatly astonished to And no
Hrowne. Muggins of no set In particular cannot be here, we again will remark to ourselvca, for he was so
coarse and crude, or even worse; then
we will see the obnoxious Muggins sitting pretty well forward In a rather
nl:e pew, and again we will be astonished. Occasionally I even fear that
the society In heaven may be somewhat mixed and common, but of course
I trust and believe that this Is a quite
unnecessary fear on my part.
However, these reflections are quite
apart from the story, and It really Is
time that it were begun.
At the time of which I write the
"enterprising City of Sodtown," as the
advertisements of enthusiastic real estate promoters termed It. was wild and
Western tnd of the frontier.
On the whole, we Juveniles partook
largely of the character of our surroundings; we were as uncultured as
,
we were
and as rough
as we were care free. This statement
applies to all of us. but If you bad set
carefully to work to seloct the wildest
young cub human, you understand
among us all, you certainly would
have selected little Jack without a
moment's hesitation.
Probably little Jack had another
name. Arguing from the analogies of
tne case, I consider It likely that he
had. but, If so, nobody In Sodtown had
heard It or knew whot It was. His
mother had tiled long before the child
could remember, and his father was
known merely as big Jack, a gentleman who followed the more or less
lucrative profession of cowboy. So
little Jack grew without any hampering circumstances worthy of mention.
What would you expect of a child of
such lineage and environments? But
what you would expect really does not
cor-talnl- y

1

C7IEEDSÍ
The Tyrant of the Household.
sony 1 can't be with you
this evening. I'm obliged to stay t
"No, I am

home."

"Expecting company?"
"No, our 14 year-ol(laughter is going to a party this evening."
"Does that keep you at home?"
"Of course it does. Sne has to have
the latchkey."
"But, couldn't you go out and stay
if you wanted to?"
"I suppose I could, but daughter
to having us out so late."
d

ob-lec-

She Received the Invitation.
"And when you marry," Bhe softly
aid, "I hope you'll remember to Invite
me to the ceremony."
He looked thoughtful.
"It will be awiully crowded, no
doubt," he said, "but I think I can ring
you In somehow."
And a moment or two later she declared the ring an astonishingly good

it.
They Needed Him.

V4
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Rioting That Resulted From Defeat of
Bill.

y

"Is de
ly

felt that the

kid

safeí"

god

of battles

and

Justice was on our side.
The snow lay deep-- on the ground
till late In the spring of 1881, as residents of Dakota at that time will remember. Then the sun's rays, which
so long had seemed to lack vigor, of
a sudden became potent, and the snow
moved off In raging floods of water.
The "Jim" river, ordinarily little mora
than a creek, became a resistless tor
rent, in some places three or four
miles wide, and the cabin homes of
the settlers scattered along the valley
generally were swept away. To walk
along its banks then was to look upon
a gray desolation of waters, only broken here or there by floating cabins or
barns or the white glitter of great
cakes of lee.
Some of us boys were so walking
one afternoon when a shanty floated
past us. Tossed here and there by
the flood, ground among
and
beaten by trees set afloat by the waters, it was a question of but short
time until It must go to pieces.
"Fellers," suddenly shouted one of
the boys, "ain't dat a kid crvln'T"
We. listened a moment Then over
that waste of waters floated a little
walling voice that came from the
floating cabin. We looked into one
another's eyes, while the tiny voice
still walled, and I hope that God will
preserve me from ever again hearing
a sound so pitiful. What should be
done? What could be done? I think,
the answer of my despairing heart to
the latter question was the answer of
every boy there nothing.
Of every boy save one. While we
still stood in awful silence a silence
on which that thin cry yet beat little
Jack, spoke.
"Youse fellers," he said, "stan' ready
to pull me in w'en me an' de kid gits
back."
And, before we fully realised what
he was about to do, bis coat and shoes
were off, and he was battling with the
cold, cruel waters.
We watched the little black head as
It made Its devious way onward, here
dodging a cake of ice, there skirting

McKiiley's Contribution.
In a proclamation Issued on tiie anniversary of Cuban Independence by
n
League th fact is
the
made known for the first tint that the
late President McKlnley made a personal contribution of $3,0on for the relief of suffering in Cuba before the war
with Sprln.
Insist on Getting It .
Pome grocer nay tbey don't keip De
flanee Htarcb. Thia is became they have a
stork on hand of other brands coutaining
only l'Joi. In a package, wblrh they won't
be able to fell nrt,
Defiance
10 ot. for the ame money.
Do you want 16 os. tantead of 13 ot. for
same money t Then buy Defiance Starch,
itequirwi do cooking.

He

She

He's gone to the bad.
Who?
Tho missionary, of course.

A Good Thing.
Every Issue of The FourTrsck
News makes is easier for ticket agents
Suspicious.
and ticket sellers to secure passengers
"I'm afraid my husband doesn't love for distant ports of the country, for
me any more," said the bride of six the reason that every article and
months, with nn overgrown sigh.
every Illustration In The Four-Tracyou
"When did
discover the News Is an Inducement for rcaiWs to
change?"
travel and see what a marvelous vari"When I discovered that he had quit ety of scenery and climate our own
leaving any change In his pockets," country' possesses.
The more these
replied the young wile, sadly. Exfats are Impressed upon the average
change.
person, the more certain he or she is
to have a desire to travel. Therefor-The
News Is not only in
Lost His Identity.
the Interest of all tho transportation
"So yon want to get married?"
lines and hotels. It also heirs out the
"Yes, suit I'm resigned ter it."
legend of Its title poge of "An Illus"Ever been marnc. before?"
trated Magazine of Travel and Educa'Two or three times, suh."
tion." Front the Buffalo Commercial.
"Don't you know for certain?"
"No, suh; alter de third one got me
Maud-- Ro
you nie eiigiiavil t() TV.Mv
I never knowed who I wuz, or how I Peach
You don't
that ymi mf
u,
Ills flrt love? Uiurii-N-iiine
but I mil
come here." Atlanta Constitution.
to It thut I am hi Inxt.

He

Four-Trac-

This Will Interest Mother.
In Boston.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Chlld-?'- ,.
Judge What do you know about
Moth'r Gray, a nurse in
u"i s b,J
the case?
Children
Home, New York, Cure
a,
Bad Stomach, Teething Dlwrdera,
Witness I seen him bring the stuff
move and regulate the bowels and dentro y
upstairs and
w orrns. Sold
Sumple
Judge That will do; step down. I V&bO. AddressbyA.nilS.DroKists,23o.
Olmsted, Leltoy. N.Y.
cannot listen to such an abuse of lan1
guage. Discharge the prisoner.
lie had a little garden, and
Fever-lahnee-

Ma neighbor hail aome cltl-kThe only thing mined thereabouts
At prcmnt m the dlih.-na- .
of ,hB popularity of Baiter's
..Pf
cigar la ravealed In one
Bullhead
Word "Quality."

Discouraging.

Summer
ling?

and
In Quest of Peace.
Oh, thou, so weary of thy
And o Impatient of thy little croas.
Is It so hard to bear thy dally trial,
To count all earthly things a gainful
loiaT
Poor wandering soul! I know that thou
art seeking
Some easier way, as all have sought before.
To silence the reproachful Inward speaking.
Some landward path unto an Island
shore.
The cross is heavy In thy human measure.
The way too narrow for thy Inward
pride;
Thou canat not lay thine Intellectual

Teacher,
Thy weary soul ran only And Its peace;
Seeking no aid from any human creature.
Looking to Uod alone for als release.

Bonrder I thought your
hhIiI aomclhlng about
bowh,
yea. We hnve
howt
sometimes the creek dries

Karmer-Ooar-o-

up.

nly

TKI.Kt.RAFH OACRATORH I DFMAMI
Teliwr.b IhoTtmuhlT uiijrtn In ihe UKNTKAL

s,

treasure
At the low ftotatool of the Crucified.
In meek obedience to te heavenly

eon-Ul-

London Police System.
Joslah Flynt, whose studies of the
"under world" are se we a" known, has
been devoting attention to the police
system of Indon, England.
The
most striking facts, from the Amerlcsn
point of view, that his observations reveal are: 1. That the force is composed mainly of honest and conscientious men. 2. That politics to not allowed to play any part in the management and direction of the organ(atlon.
3, That London
Is one of the safest
cities In the world. As to police corruption In Iondon there is very little
to report. Mr. Flint found no corruption which could be compared with the
blackmailing system for which tiie
New York police hnve been so long
notorious.
Gambling Is punished
speedily.

WHEN LONDON WAS STIRRED UP
Reform

th

'

Ixx-a-

-

Defeat of the reform bill of 1831 by
the British house of lords was the occasion of dangerous rioting In London.
Returning from a levee Iord Iinndn-derrwas hailed with a shower of
stones and only escaped by drawinj
his pistol, setting spurs to his horse
and riding for his life through the yelling, menacing crowd that surrounded
him.
The king's brother, the Duke
of Cumberland, was not so fortunate,
for not only was he stoned but he was
dragged from his horse and probably
would have been torn to pieces If ho
had not been rescued by the police.
Such was the feeling of the public at
large agaliiBt the enemies of reform
that when the mail coach brought the
report to Perth that the Duke of Cumberland and the Duke of Wellington
had been shot, It was received with
ringing cheers by the Innabltants, who
applied to the authorities for permission to illuminate by way of expressing thoir satisfaction.
Before night
ended the crowd that had gathered in
St. James' park attacked the houses
of the Earl of Dudley, the Marqula of
Bristol and the Duke of Wellington,
leaving them without a pane of glass.
During the remainder of his life the
latter refused to have his windows
mended and for years the sight of
smashed glass In Apsley House proved
a reminder of this reign of terror. It
was protected from further pottslblo
violence by heavy iron shutters fastened from within; while these were
covered inside by sliding mirrors that
hid them from visitors and inmates.

Eager and Costly Search for
of a Second.
If one grain of sand on the shore of
the ocean were lost and scientists were
to spend years In trying to find It they
would be attempting a task resembling
that to which the leading astronomers
of England and France are now devoting themselves, says a London cablegram to the Chicago Chronicle.
of a second Is tulsalng and
no one can tell where It has gone. Between the sun's time as worded at
Greenwich and as understood at Parts
there Is that brief and seemingly unimportant discrepancy.
No expense is being spared to trsce
the missing fraction. A special building has been erected at Paris, costly
instruments installed, a corps of mathematicians engaged and a process
that may take years to complete
has been commenced. The inaccuracy
Is more important than will appear to
the lay mind. Longitude Is calculated
on the basis of Greenwich time. It determines the boundaries of many countries. A slight variation of time may
change the nationality of thousands of
people. The pursuit of the missing fraction of a second Is therefore of worldwide Importance. When It la found
not a grain of the sands of time will be
missing.

Cuban-America-

age be fought, swore, lied and stole,
I was going to
far, but the fact bad
not been absolutely proved, and perhaps It Is mere Justice to give hi ra the
benefit of any possible doubt.
Withal, little Jack was a small athlete, and so we boys treated him with
the respect that is due to physical
strength and prowess. We knew that
he would fight though his opponent him.
And this Is why I say that I somewere twice his size, and so wt 4ld not
cross his path except we very strong- times think heaven must be a place of
surprises. But greatest of all its sur
prises to me, if ever I should reach the
beautiful city of love, would be to And
no little Jack there, a pupil In such a
wonderful school as his life never
knew. Alfred J. Waterhouse In New
York Times.

s

"Youse fellers atan' rsady to pull me
out," he said.
matter greatly. As a matter of fact,
the experiment of raising figs from
thistles never has been much of a
success, and, equally as a matter of
fact, little Jack early developed a
'moral toughness that was phenomenal,
'ven in Sodtown. At 11 or 12 years of

GREAT VALUE OF TIME.

Mrs. McThII-- So
gone to heaven.

tunera'!'l.

"Do you think your father would accept me as a
"Why not? Papa Is often of a very
different opinion from me."
Dorf-barble-

w"1 won

sour denr
Vlllle-- We
1

old uocle

don

rod I'"

hm

l know
flor the

Lew Rates to Boston and Return In
June and July.
Via the Lake Shore k Michigan
Southern Ry. Tlckots will be sold
June 25th, 26th and 27th; extreme return limit August 1st; and on July 1st,
2d, 3d, 4th and 6th, extreme return
limit September 1st
allowed at Niagara Falls and Chautauqua; also at New York on tickets via
that route. Full information, with
ratea via variable routes, will be
promptly furnished on application at
City Ticket Office, 180 Clark street, or
to C. P. Daly, Chief A. G. P. a,
Stop-over-

s

Unreasonable 8ister.
Msmma Why. Herbert, what in the
world is the matter with sister?
Herbert Aw, we was Just
The London Times, in summarising haunted bouse, an' she was the ghost,
the opinion of the civilised world upon an' I give her the little chalo to swal-le- r
any 'mportant event, now gives first
so's she would clank every time
Defiance Starch
place to opinion in the United States. the moved, an' now she's
an' sbonld be In every household, none m good,
ago
Years
Paris occupied the first says she don't want to be the ghost Uwtdee 4 on. more for 10
cents thin uy
place in such a summary. The order any ore! Magazine of Humor.
ether brand of eold water staroa.
now is: New York, Paris, Berlin, etc
Chi-cag-
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Local and Personal

ii

E. B. Bolton left Sunday for Tucson.
Macedonio Torres cf Dwyer made a
business trip to Deming Friday.

P, R. Smith made
El Paso last week.

a business trip to

J. J. Jacobson was a Deming visitor
last Thursday.
Camp meeting on the Mimbres
Angust 5th. Come one come all,
Legal blanks of all kinds printed and

for sale by the Graphic.
Judge Field made a business trip to
El Paso yesterday.
S. A. Birchfield is contemplating
e.
moving to Sunny Side in the near
fu-tiu-

Cipriano Baca who has been vising at
home a few days left this morning for
Douglas.
Rev. J. A. Armstrong will hold services in the Presbyterian church next
Sunday morning and evening.
We have just received a large order
of job stock and are prepared to u'o all
kinds of work on short notice.

uZducticu vc:.::s sold.

Joseph ChcUr niut with a painful
accident last week, while out hunting
his gun burnt cutting and burning his Concentrator ef the Bernini Kinlsg
fi Kill's Company has Etta fot- -t
left arm quite badly in two places.
by J. C SssSta and Will be Fluted
Carl Tosscll visited Saturday and
cp With Kodera Machinery.
Sunday with his father, W. P. Tossell
Mr. J. B. Smith and association who
of this place, on his return to Marenci
are operating mines in the Floridas,
from Tombstone where he had been on
have closed a deal for the old mill of
'
business.
tne Deming Mining & Milling Co., and
Last Wednesday Mr. J. J.Johnson, are going to rebuild it and put in a full
was quite badly scalded by the break- outfit of modern
Mr.
machinery.
ing of a steam valve
it blew off Smith informed us that the property
throwing a jet of steam and hot water would be thoroughly rebuilt in the best
directly on the side of the head, but by and most improved manner and run as
taking immediate steps to cure the an ore sampler until the ore of this
burn he is recovering without seri- locality was tested and then, would be
ous results.
run as a custom mill in addition to
treating the ore taken from their
mines.
VALLEY MEWS.
The purchase of this mill by these
Interesting Notes From all Along the parties will be a great thing for Dem
Mimbres Gathered by our Spec ing as this is the most convenient point
lal Correspondent
for milling the ore from many mines
W. H. Taylor made . a trip up the on both sides of us and many of them
that are now idle because there is no
river Saturday returning Sunday.
convenient market can he worked
S. Eby went to Deming Saturday for
profitably if the ore can be treated
a load of school supplies for his district right here at home. There is no doubt
George Deemer has been a visitor in but that other plants will be erected
in the near future and Deming will
the valley the past week.
soon be a great smelting center.
Edward Kimmick took a big load of
fruit and vegetables to Cooks Friday.
About Bedtime

take a Little Early Riser- -it will cure
constipation, bilhousness and liver
troubles. jjewitt s Little Early Risers
are different from other pills. They do
not gripe and break down the mucous
membranes of the stomach, liver and
bowels, but cures by gently arousing
the secretions and giving strength to
these organs. Sold by J. P. Byron &

Miss Georgia Swarta of Swarts is
Inquiries are coming every day from visiting at the home of W. H. Taylor
people who want to come to the sanita- on the Lower Mimbres this week.
rium. Push it along.
George A. Perrault and famlry sptnt
C. B. Bosworth who has been spend- the the day Sunday at the home of Edmines ward Kimmick.
ing a few weeks at his
in Arizona returned Monday.
W. M. Taylor was in 'rom the LowL. P. Moore returned Friday to his er Mimbres Friday and gave this office
work at Lordsburg, after spending sev- a pleasant call.
eral days at home nursing a lame arm.
Miss Mari Tustin, who who has been
Hon. S. M. Ashenfelter, of Silver visiting friends
on the Lower Mimbres,
City, transacted business in town yesreturned home Saturday.

A. M. Kinsworthy and family left
yesterday morning for a camping tour
on the Mimbres.

Mrs. Larson and daughter and Miss
Mary Tracy left yesterday for a visit
with friends at Silver City.
McNallcy of San
Superintendent
Marcial, spent the day transacting
business here yesterday.
Dr. Cassels reports a son born to Mr.
and Mrs. Wain Darling last Wednesday
Mother and son doing well
A grand camp meeting will begin
August 5th. on the lower Mimbres;
Several ministers will be in attendance
and a good time is assured.

Hick'ry Farm at the Deming Opera
A fine
house Friday night July
enterttinment furnished by the Ft.
Come and
Bayard Dramatic Club.
see a good entertainment.
Morris Ellison has purchased of John
the Palace saloon
opposite the Union depot. Mr. Ellison
intends to give the business his person
al attention and it will continue to
be a first class.
Allison his interest in

Die Richardson

Ciarance Wil
burn arrived from Center Point the
latter Dart of last week and left Mon
diy for the Lower Mimbres where
they will visit relatives ana mends.
and

Manuel Ordonos, who had been sick
the past month with consumption died
yesterday nis lunerai win oe today.
his
The Graphic sympathizes with
relatives in their bearevement

y

Caire,

Eread

PALACE SALOON.
Opposite Union Depot

-

o(n

Choice wines Liquors and Cigars- PHONE. 82

Morris Ellison.
Proprietor,

pi

Perhaps you are on of no. If yon are, you probably
know about malaria. I.i alitor ereut you really
owe It to good health to tako

Tbe Foindaton of Health.
is the foundation of

Nourishment
health-life-stren-

Kodol

gth.

Dispep-s- y

Cure is the one great medicine that
enables the stomach and digestive or- to
assimilate and
?ans all digest
kinds of food into the kind of
blood that nourishes the nerves and
feeds the tissues. Kodol lays the
foundation for health. Nature does
rest Indigestion. Dvsneosv. and all
disorders of the stomach ana digestive
organs are cured by the use of Kodol.
boia Dy j. r. uyron & Son.

FOI

SALE.

By

it will

poHlTcly preront malaria, from which yon
will scarcely otherwise escape.
It will positively
cure malaria If It Ii already upon yon; moreover,
whtlalu effect ar absolute, It will uol undermine
your geuaral health like quinine and calomel.

Quickly correct Kidney, Liver
and Stomach Ills.
80 Cents pet Bottf.
ALL CKVCCI5T8

Tricamolican

J. ! Clement

N. A. B.

rcow

TEACHERS EMPLOYED.
Fall Corps of Instructors for Neit

At the Opera house Friday night,
Tear Engaged Two Chsages
Hick'ry Farm. A comedy drama by
and one New Department
the Ft Bayard Dramatic Club.
The Deming school board have en
teachers for the coming
Rev. John R. Gass, of Silver City gaged
held services in the Presbyterian year, and everything is in readiness for
church here last Sunday, morning and the leginning of the school year. We
are informed by one of the directors
evening.
that the old teachers were all retained
W. H. Lacy, foreman of the mechanwith two exceptions, that of Prof.
ical department oí the Headlight office,
Barton Principal, which Is to be filled
resigned Monday and left for the west,
by Prof. W. H. Dickey, of Weather- his position is being filled by J. N.
Thornton.

II

N. A. Bolich..'

enjoying the ocean breezes of Long roasting ears just now.
Beach.
John Kosky returned last Wednesday
from his Chicago trip and reports an
enjoyable time.

GnocEnsi
a and Grain

'
At a banr iin. furniture and lease of
...Dealer in...
the Thompson rooming house on Gold
LUMBER and BUILDING MAAlfalfa cutting is the order of the avenue. A paying proposition.
TERIAL, STEEL RANGES . . .
day in the valley now and the second
cutting will be heavier than the first
Baptist services will le held next And all kinds of Builders' Hardware
Sunday
morning and evening, and on
Successor to Clement tt Givens.
See the play at the Opera house FriNew Mexico
day night. A good entertainment will Tuesday evening, Rev. Armstrong will Deming
be furnished by the Ft. Bayard Dram- preach. Every one invited to attend.
Through the kindness of the Presby
atic Club.
terian people 'arrangements have been
Rev. Ben. Hudson, of Arkansas is made whereby o the Baptist services
staying on the river now and held a will be held in their church until they
very interesting meeting at the Taylor have a regular pastor.
school house last Sund y.
For Those Who Live on Farms.
N. P. Sund of Las Vegas is canvassing
MANUFACTURER
Benrin. Pana. III., writes:"! have
fr.
the valley for the Globe Kitchen Cabin- used Ballard's
OF THE FAMOUS
Snow Liniment: always
is
et and having very good success at reccomenu 11 10 my irienus, as i am conit, it is a convenience that should be in fident there is no better made. It is a
dandy for burns." Those who live on
every home.
farms are especially liable to many acAlbert Schultz had the misfortune to cidental cuts, burns and bruises, which
rapidly when Ballard s Snow Linilose a fine cow last week. She got at heal
ment is applied. It should always be
parís
green which he had mixed kept in the house for cases of emergen
the
for spraying the vises and drank some cy 25c, 50c, and $1.00 at J. P. Byron & F
Write for measure
oon.
W
of the poison.
blank and Drice
list
a

Rev. Epigmenio Flores pastor of the
E. church of Garfield, came yesterday, to help Rev. Dionicio Costales of
Prof. U. F, Duff, Dr. McLellen, J.
Dwyer with the Gospel Tent services. I. Cox, and W. D. Vail, of Deming are
J. A Mahoney, who returned from camping near Goforths ranch, and,
his strange to say, the farmers are comCa'ifomia last week, reports
daughter much improved in health and plaining of the coons taking their
M.

tzXzXX

Son.

Fielder.

Rev. Father Morin was in town yesterday looking after the interests of
the church here.

Whsksale and

Just

J. Goforth went to Deming Saturday
For all kinds of job printing the
Graphic office is the best place i n for a load of school supplies.
Southwestern New Mexico.
Mrs. James Billingslea and three
The large rooming house being cons- daughters are out from Deming putting
tructed by Dr. S. D. Swope is nearly up fruit
completed and the roof being put on.
Sheriff W. N. Foster and wife of
Furnished house to rent Will rent Deming visited on the river a few days
all but one room. Apply to Jas. S. last week.

terday.

Fir.?',tcf Tcai
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boot!

BOY

Barber Shop
A

Godchanx
Refreshing

Drinlis
Of all kinds served at Byron's
Soda Fountain.
Our fresh
crushed fruits are just what
your system needs to withstand tne hot weather.

Pare Jersey Ice Cream
Served daily. Sherbets are
served every Friday and
Saturday.

J.P.Byron Q Son
Telephone

The new walk is finished on the
DEMING :
north and east of Clark & Co. block
and the awning is being erected; when
completed this will greatly improve
rI J;
L. ujnicurmice uil uie Iuuuuing.
mo
BARNEY MARTIN

Bad

100

Builder
Deming

10

NEW MEX

it'

Fnr Sala- - A Ana rural tinma with
pochard, wells, buildings etc. A bar
gain ii taxen at once, f or particulars
call at this office.

Clean Shave and aa
te Oatt Haircut.

Up

'

Choice Lots
At a Bargain

New Mexico

World Wide Reputation.
White's Cream Vermifuge has achiev

For the next ten days the DemBYRON II. IVES
ing Real Estate and Improvement
best of all worm destroyers, and for its
tonic influence on weak and unthrifty
Co. will sell one hundred choice
FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
children, as it neutralizes the acidity
lots
at old prices, after which the
.
orsorene8s of the stomach, improves Abeeeeresel
New Heilce
the digestion and assimilation of food,
prices will be advanced fifty
strengthens their nervous system ana
per cent.
Carts When Doctors Fall.
restores them to the health, vigor and
T
Mra.
Frank f'hninunn Pnltnnnn
elasticity of spirit natural to children.
.
H.bviguu, un
writes June 8th, 1901: "I had malaria
25c at J. P. Byron & Son.
hnH tnrm
fever In
... a vorv
UIIUCI
'J ' but ., . US nnj.
treatment of doctors,
as soon as I
slopped taking their medicine the fever
A. Kinnear ft Co.
wuuiu rem, i usea a sample bottle
of Herbine, found it helped me. Then I
oougnt two ootties, which completly
cured me. I feel grateful to you for
furnishing such a splendid medicine.and
can honestly reccommend it to those suf- reruiK irom malaria, as It Will surely
r
furethem." llerhin fin WtU
P. Byron and Son.
ed a world wide reputation as being the

FLORIST

.

1

J.

ford Oklahoma, and Miss Kirtz, whose
place was given to Miss Lillie Billings-le- y
who comes highly recommended
from Texas, where she has been teach
ing several years. The great increase
in the number of scholars the board
found it necessary to hire another
teacher and add one department to the
school this position was given to Miss Account National Zmcampment GAR
Lecal Time ef Traías ea All Rallreeis.
Foster of Mesilla Park, daughter of
..and...
Francisco E. P. A S.
President Foster of the New Mexico
Dentin it fl im
at Herman oa for the aut. eouth and wat
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Angeles necta
Arrlvea at p. m.. oonnecU with the Santa Fe for
Arts. As these new teachers come
Return....
the north and ut
P. H. BirnK. Arent
with
recommendations from where
Santa í -- Throush peaaencer and mail from
arrlxea
east
7:80
the
m.. Imm e m
at
a.
Vla
they have been teaching which assures
Silver City branch-Laaat IM a. m... arrive.
their ability it is safe to say that the
1:10 p. m.
W. O. RocHumc. Amnt.
Deming schools will retain during the
I
South krm Pacific - Thronib paaeeng-eTickets on sale August 2nd. to 15th.
and
coming year the high standard they
aervice
mail
between
California
and the east
inclusive. Return limit October 15
cosoarr buock
DSMINO
have held for some years, and as in the
Local pawenver Icavee for the eaat 8:M a. m
1903, Stop over previlige allowed at Buneet Limited
leavea
for the eaat at SKA p. m.
past dozens of families will come from
any point enroute either way
Bunaet Limited leavea for the weat at 9:40 a. m.
all parts of the country to send their
Local peuener leaves for the weat at 5:3J p.
Deming cars on all trains
n
children to school here during the wint
bound Tuesday and Friday at II M a. m.
W. ROLUNCSVORTR.
Subscribe for the Dbhisq
er.
Graphic
Altai DtaUf-- N.ff.
C. ft Bosworth, Agent.
and you'll have reliable news.
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